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PERSIAN

���� ��� �	
 .��
�� �� ���	 :�
�� .1

.����� �� �	
 ��
�� ��	 :���� .2

.������� ��� �� ������ �
 :�
�� .3

.������  �  �� :���� .4

ENGLISH

1. BEHZAD: Hello. I'm Behzad. What's your name?

2. MARY: Hello Behzad. My name is Mary.

3. BEHZAD: Nice to meet you.

4. MARY: You too.

ROMANIZATION

1. BEHZAD: Salam, man Behzad am. Esme shoma chi e?

2. MARY: Salam Behzad, Esme man Mary e.

3. BEHZAD: Az ashnayi ba shoma khoshvaght am.

4. MARY: Man ham hamintor.

VOCABULARY
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Persian Romanization English Class

������  �  �� Man ham hamintor. me too phrase

 ��� �� ������ �

�������

Az ashnayi ba 
shoma khoshvaght 

am.
Nice to meet you sentence

!... �� �	
 Esme man (...) e. My name is (...). sentence

���� ��� �	
 Esme shoma chi e? What’s your name? sentence

��	 salaam hello interjection

 �� man I, me pronoun

��" hastam (I) am verb

�	
 esm name noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 �  �� :
# �  .��"  ��	#$ ��:�%&
.��' ��� 

ali: man gorosne hastam. zahraa: man ham 
hamin tor.

 
Ali: I'm hungry. Zahra: Me too.

 ��� �� ������ �
 .��"  ��'�( ��
.�������

man faateme hastam. az aashnaayi baa shomaa 
khoshvaghtam.

 
My name is Fateme. Nice to meet you.

.�)��� �� �	

esm-e man zeinabe.

 
My name is Zeinab.

���� ��� �	
 .!#*�+ �� �	

esm-e man naaser e. esm-e shomaa chie?

 
My name is Naser. What is your name?

.,�- ��+ ��	 �� �� .�/ 0�  /

Oo hich vaght be man salaam nemikonad.

 
He never says hello to me.

.#�1+ 23& �� �

Az man aks nagir.

 
"Don't take photos of me."

.�,�,+ ��� ���� 4�5 �6 ��
Man ta hala chenin chizi nadidam.

 
I have never seen such a thing.

��"  ��"� �%��
Kheili khaste hastam

 
I am very tired.
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..	
 �%& 7�	
 .8$ /

Oo goft esmash Ali ast.

 
He said his name is Ali.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 .�����

Khoshvaght literally means "Good-timed" and can be translated as: "pleased" or "delighted." 

  ������

Ashnayi means "Getting to know" or "acquaintance/to get acquainted with." 

 ������� ��� �� ������ �


The term Az ashnayi ba shoma khoshvaghtam literally means: "I'm pleased to get acquainted 
with you." 

For example: 

 .�,� 9�:��� �6 �� ������ �
 .1

Az ashnayi ba to khoshhal shodam. 

"It's been nice getting to know you (singular)." 

(This phrase is not used very often) 

 .������� ;��+,�� �
 .2

Az didanetan Khoshvaghtam. 

"Nice to see you." 

 .�����

(Khoshvaght) is "Pleased" but only used when meeting someone. 

 � 

Ham means "also" or "too." 

 ������ 
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Hamintor means "Same way." 

 ������  �  ��

Man ham hamintor is literally translated as "I also the same way." 

 ���

Shoma is the plural and formal form of "you." The singular and friendly form is �6 (To), but 
since it's not polite to use it when you meet someone for the first time, shoma is used instead. 

For example: 

 .,����#( / ,��8$ ��� �- .	
 ������  .1

Hamintor ast ke shoma goftid/farmudid. 

"It's the same way you said/It's as you said." 

 �,����� ��� ����� �� .2

Man khubam, shoma chetor id? 

"I'm fine, how about you? 

Both 

 .	


(Ast) 

and 

 !

(E) mean "is." 

E is less formal and used in conversations, Ast is more formal and used more in written texts. 
These are the conjugated forms of Boodan meaning "To Be." The infinitive form Boodan is 
used when we talk about a verb in general, just like the English infinitive form "To be." 

For example: 

1. Khoob boodan khoob ast. 
"It's good to be good."
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2. Khoob boodan. 
"To be good"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Basic Bootcamp Lesson Is How to Ask Somebody their Name 
 

To ask someone their name, just ask ���� ��� �	
 (Esme shoma chie). Literally, this means 
"Name of you, what is?" 

Am in Behazadam is the same as 'm in English "I'm," the only difference is that instead of I 
(pronoun) it is attached to Behzad (preposition). 

In Chi e and Mary e, e is a form of the verb "is." In Persian, the order of words in a sentence is 
mostly the opposite of English. As in "My name" it becomes �� �	
 (Esme man = "Name of 
me"), and in "is Mary" the order becomes: ����� (Mary e = "Mary is"/"Mary [it] is"). "My name is 
Mary" becomes like ����� �� �	
 (Esme man Mary e. = "Name of me, Mary [it] is"). 
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PERSIAN

.�� ������ �� .	 
��� �� ��� ���� :
��� .1

.���� ������� �� .�� ���� �� ���� :���� .2

ENGLISH

1. BEHZAD: Hello. My name is Behzad. I'm Iranian.

2. MARY: Hello, I'm Mary. I'm British.

ROMANIZATION

1. BEHZAD: Salam, esme man Behzad e. Man Irani am.

2. MARY: Salam, man Mary am. Man Engelisi hastam.

VOCABULARY

Persian Romanization English Class

������ Irani Iranian (nationality) adjective, noun

������� Engelisi British adjective, noun

���� hastam (I) am verb

��� esm name noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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.���� ������ ��
Man Irani hastam.

 
I'm Iranian.

 ������ 
�� � ��� !�"�� � !�������
.#�� 	#�

Iranian beh mehman navaziye khod shenakhteh 
shodeh and.

 
Iranians are known for their hospitality.

.���� ������� ��
Man Engelisi hastam.

 
I'm British.

���� ���� ����
Kheili khaste hastam

 
I am very tired.

.$�� ��% &"�� $'( )�
Oo goft esmash Ali ast.

 
He said his name is Ali.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Boot Camp Lesson Is to Teach You How to Talk About Nationality
 
 

Let's take a look at the dialogue again. 

 .���� ������� �� .�� ���� �� ���� :����

We start with a self-introduction ("Hello, my name is Mary"). Then we say our nationality,  ��
���� �������. ("I'm British"). 

To say you are a certain nationality, just say the pronoun �� (man) meaning "I," followed by 
your country's name in Persian, plus an "i" which indicates "from." Finally, add the verb 
"����" (hastam = am) at the end. 

Sentence structure: 

 .���� + �� + ��*+ ��� + ��

 (verb: am) ���� +( i ) �� + I ) + country's name ) ��

Examples of nationalities in Persian: 

Persian English
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(Man Irani hastam) ���� ����	� 
� "I'm Iranian."

(Man Roosi hastam) ���� ��� 
� "I'm Russian."

(Man Amrikayi hastam) ���� �	��	��� 
� "I'm American."

(Man Engelisi hastam) ���� ������� 
� "I'm British"

(Man Japoni hastam) ���� ����� 
� "I'm Japanese"

(Man Chini hastam) ���� ���� 
� "I'm Chinese"

(Man Faransavi hastam) ���� ������� 
� "I'm French."

(Man Italiayi hastam) ���� �	�����	� 
� "I'm Italian."

(Man Almani hastam) ���� ������ 
� "I'm German."

(Man Espaniyayi hastam) ���� �	������� 
� "I'm Spanish."

(Man Swedi hastam) ���� �� �� 
� "I'm Swedish."

(Man Holandi hastam) ���� ����� 
� "I'm Dutch."

Man Ostraliyayi ) ���� �	�������� 
�
(hastam "I'm Australian."

(Man Brezili hastam) ���� ��	!�" 
� "I'm Brazilian."

(Man Canadayi hastam) ���� �	�#���$ 
� "I'm Canadian."

(Man Hendi hastam) ���� ���� 
� "I'm Indian."

(Man Mesri hastam) ���� ��%� 
� "I'm Egyptian."
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PERSIAN

�� ����� �� 	
��� �� ��� :��� "Cheese"����� �� �� .1

���� :� .2

.���� ����  �!�� ��� "� #�$%� 	&�'( �)*� ��'+,� :��� .3

���� :� .4

.���!� �*���- �.� #�$%� :��� .5

��(-/ :� .6

.��0��� 
���� ����� �� �� 1- #�$%� :��� .7

ENGLISH

1. A: Excuse me, how do you say "Cheese" in Persian?

2. B: Cheese.

3. A: I'm sorry, I didn't catch that. Say it once again, please.

4. B: Cheese.

5. A: Please, speak a little slower

6. B: Che-ese.

7. A: Write that down in Persian for me, please.

ROMANIZATION
CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Ozr mikhaham, dar Farsi be "Cheese" che miguyand?

2. B: Panir.

3. A: Bebakhshid, motevajjeh nashodam. Lotfan - yek bare digar tekrar 
konid.

4. B: Panir.

5. A: Lotfan kami aramtar begooyid.

6. B: Pa-nir.

7. A: Lotfan an ra be Farsi barayam benevisid.

VOCABULARY

Persian Romanization English Class

23( neveshtan to write verb

��0��� benevisid Please write verb

�*���- �.� kami aramtar a little slower adverb

�!�� ��� "� yek bare digar one more time phrase

���� ���� tekraar konid repeat verb

4 �$%� lotfan please interjection

1�'( �)*�
motevajjeh 
nashodan Not to understand verb

����� �� Dar Farsi In Persian phrase

2$� goftan to say verb

����� �� migooyand (they) say verb

��'+,� bebakhshid excuse me, I'm sorry verb
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�� che what interrogative


��� �� ��� Ozr mikhaham Excuse me interjection

�� 1- an ra that pronoun


���� barayam for me phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.23( ���( 5� 6��� 
*�7�
doostam baraaye man naame nevesht.

 
My friend wrote a letter for me.

.��0��� �8�� 67� �� 1�*.��
Esmetan ra rooya kaghaz benevisid.

 
"Write your name on the paper."

.���� ����(�� �*���- �.� �$%�
lotfan kami aaramtar raanandegi konid.

 
please drive a little slower.

��� 
��� 1�9*�� �!�� ��� "�
yek bare digar emtahan khaham kard.

 
I will try one more time.

.���� ����  �� 5�� ���,(
Nabayad in ra tekrar konid.

 
"You should not repeat this."

���� :�;  
���� 4 �$%�
lotfan barayam tozih dahid.

 
Please explain it to me.

.&�'( �)*� �� �.<� 5�� &=$� 5�
man mafhoom-e in kalame raa motavajjeh 
nashodam.

 
I didn't understand the meaning of this 
vocabulary.

����� �� �� "table" �� ����� ��
dar faarsi be "table" che migooyand?

 
How do you say "table" in Persian?

.2$� �� 2>�>? 7� �� @����
maadarash be oo haghighat raa goft.

 
"Her mother tells her the truth."

 �� ”Computer"����� �� ��
�� �����

dar Farsi be “computer” che miguyand?
 

How do you say “computer” in Persian?

.&����� �7A ���� 5� 	��'+,�
Bebakhshid, man bayad zood bargardam.

 
"Sorry, I have to return fast."

.2�� 2��� ��B� �� �C(-
Anche migooiid dorost ast.

 
What you say is right.
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�2�� ��� 2��� 	
��� �� ���
Ozr mikhaham, saat chand ast?

 
Excuse me, what time is it now?

����� 5� �� �� 1- 
�� �� D���
khahesh mikonam an ra be man bedahid.

 
Please give that to me.

��(�+� 
���� �� 5�� 4 �$%�
lotfan in ra barayam bekhanid.

 
Please read this for me.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

 ����� �� �	
 / �����

Bebakhshid/Ozr mikhaham are two synonymous words both meaning "Excuse me/I'm sorry," 
and are used before asking a question to catch someone's attention. They are also used to 
request something, ask permission, and to say apologies. 

For example: 

 �2�� ��� 2��� 	��'+,�

Bebakhshid, saat chand ast? 

"I'm sorry, what time is it?" 

 ����� �� 5� �� �� �*�� 1- 	
��� �� ���

Ozr mikhaham, an daftar ra be man midahid? 

"Excuse me, would you please give me the notebook?" 

 ��� �� ����� / � ����

Lotfan/khahesh mikonam both are phrases meaning "Please," and are used to ask for a 
favor. �%� (Lotf) literally means "Favor." 4 �$%� (Lotfan) is derived from Arabic, and is a little 
more formal. Though 
�� �� D��� can also be used for formal purposes. 

 .����,� �� �� E�F�� 4 �$%�

Lotfan panjereha ra bebandid. 

"Please close the windows." 
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 .���� ���.���� ��� 
�� �� D���

Khahesh mikonam mara rahnamayi konid. 

"Please guide me." 

  ��

Tar as in �  &��- (aramtar = "slower") is a suffix added to adjectives, to give them the meaning 
of "more." It's the equivalent of the English "-er." For example: 

 ("Bozorgtar = "bigger) �*��G�

 ("tariktar = "darker) �*���� 

 ("khoshhaltar = "happier) �*��93�

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Boot Camp Lesson is to Learn More Persian Phrases by Asking a 
Question in Persian 

  ������ �� �� "____________" �� ����� �� ������ 

"Excuse me, how do you say___________in Persian?" 

 
 

Instead of "How do you say ...," we use "What do they say to ...."To ask this question, First 
say ��'+,� ("Excuse me"), followed by " ����� �� " (In Persian) at the beginning, then put 
"___ �� "(to [the word]) next to it, and in the end is "����� �� ��"(what do they say). The 
structure becomes like: "Excuse me, In Persian, to ..., what do they say?" 

For example: 

 �� ����� �� 	��'+,� "Computer"����� �� ��
Bebakhshid, dar Farsi be "Computer" che miguyand? 

 ����� means "Persian." When you want to ask about another language, just replace �����
dar = "in"), ) �� with that language and the rest remains unchanged. Also sometimes instead of

 .Beh) is used which also means "in" in this case) �� the word

 �� ����H �� 	��'+,� "Computer"����� �� ��
Bebakhshid, be Japoni be "Computer" che miguyand? 
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na...) is a prefix added before verbs meaning "Not (to)." Whenever you want to make the ) �  
 .before it I1 negative form of a verb (for past, future and imperative verbs), you have to add

For example: 7�( (naro!) meaning "Don't go!" 

 "namand) meaning "didn't stay) �(�.(
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PERSIAN

�� :����� .1

� :����� .2

�� :����� .3

� :����� .4

	
 :����� .5

� :����� .6

��� :����� .7

� :����� .8

��� :����� .9

� :����� .10

�� :����� .11

� :����� .12

��� :����� .13

� :����� .14

��� :����� .15

� :����� .16

CONT'D OVER
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	� :����� .17

� :����� .18

�� :����� .19

ENGLISH

1. A: one

2. B: And

3. A: two,

4. B: And

5. A: three,

6. B: And

7. A: four,

8. B: And

9. A: five,

10. B: And

11. A: six,

12. B: And

CONT'D OVER
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13. A: seven,

14. B: And

15. A: eight,

16. B: And

17. A: nine,

18. B: And

19. A: ten

ROMANIZATION

1. BEHZAD: yek (1),

2. BEHZAD: o ,

3. BEHZAD: do (2),

4. BEHZAD: o ,

5. BEHZAD: se (3),

6. BEHZAD: o ,

7. BEHZAD: chhar (4),

8. BEHZAD: o ,

CONT'D OVER
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9. BEHZAD: panj (5),

10. BEHZAD: o ,

11. BEHZAD: shesh (6),

12. BEHZAD: o ,

13. BEHZAD: haft (7),

14. BEHZAD: o ,

15. BEHZAD: hasht (8),

16. BEHZAD: o ,

17. BEHZAD: noh(9),

18. BEHZAD: o ,

19. BEHZAD: dah (10).

VOCABULARY

Persian Romanization English Class

� o / va and conjunction

�� yek one (1) numeral

�� do two (2) numeral

	
 se three (3) numeral

��� chaahaar four (4) numeral

��� panj five (5) numeral
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�� shesh six (6) numeral

 ��� haft seven (7) numeral

��� hasht eight (8) numeral

	� noh nine (9) noun

�� dah ten (10) numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.����� �� ����� � ���� ��� 
lotfan ketaab va daftarat raa bardaar.

 
Please pick up your book and notebook.

.!�"#� �� !$"� %�� &��� �'�� ��� ��
Yek bare digar bayad in film ro bebinam.

 
"I have to see this film one more time."

.(��� )"$� �* �� +�,� 	,���� -��� %,
Man baraye barname emshab do ta bilit daram.

 
I got two tickets for tonight's show.

 ., 	'� 	��/ 	0� �* 	
 	��1 �� %,
.(���

man dar khane se ta bachche gorbe negah 
midaram.

 
I keep three kittens in my home.

.�&��, ��� 	� ��,2$"� 	

Se kilometr be shahr mande.

 
"There remains three kilometers to the city."

.&�&� �3�4, ���� ��� ���
Chahar nafar varede maghaze shodand.

 
"Four people entered the shop."

.(&��1 ���� �* ��� �3�4, 3�
az maghazeh panj ta daftar kharidam.

 
I bought five notebooks from the store.

.!"�� 5��� ��� �6�
 �* &���
Bayad ta saat panj shorou konim.

 
We have to start by five o'clock.

.&�&,7 !���
�� 3� ��� ��
Shesh nafar az doostanam amadand.

 
"Six of my friends came along."

.&���� 8��9* !� �� ���21 ���
Haft khodrro ba ham tasadof kardand.

 
"Seven vehicles crashed into each other."

.(��� %�$* ��� ���
Hasht bar telefon kardam.

 
"I called eight times."

.!���� :�� �1�� �* 	� ;2<=�� �� �,
ma dar baghemoon noh ta derakhte kaj darim.

 
We have nine pine trees in our garden.
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!&"��21 �6�
 �� 3� ���"� ��
oo bishtar az dah saat khabid!

 
He slept for more than ten hours!

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Numbers From Eleven to Twenty 

 ��3�� >��3��� >���"
 >����� >������ >������ >�&�� >�&?� >��32� >�@"�

Yazdah, davazdah, sizdah, chhardah, panzdah, shanzdah, hefdah, hejdah, noozdah, bist. 

"Eleven," "twelve," "thirteen," "fourteen," "fifteen," "sixteen," "seventeen," "eighteen," 
"nineteen," "twenty." 

As you may notice, �� (dah) is "ten," which remains unchanged in all of them. The parts which 
come before the "ten," do not follow a special rule. You can tell that the beginning letter of all 
of them are the same as the single-digit ones, but the rest of them just have to be memorized. 

Here are some more examples: 

Persian "English"

���� �����
(yazdah ketab) "eleven books"

	
�� �����
(davazdah saleh) "twelve years old"

���� ������
(shanzdah dokhtar) "sixteen girls"

���� �����
(noozdah gharch) "twenty mushrooms"

The Multiples of Ten 

 .&A >�2� >����� >����� >�9� >��?�� >B� >.
 >�@"� >��

Dah, bist, si, chehel, panjah, shast, haftad, hashtad, navad, sad. 
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"Ten," "twenty," "thirty," "forty," "fifty," "sixty," "seventy," "eighty," "ninety," "one hundred." 

Multiples of ten also have no particular rule, just like the numbers from ten to twenty. But once 
they're memorized, the rest will become easy, by adding numbers already known. 

Other Compound Numbers 

Other compound numbers are formed, similar to the way we form English numbers, simply by 
adding � (o = "and"), then placing numbers from one to nine after twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, ... 
ninety. 

For Example: 

 .+� ��� � �@"�

(bist o hasht shab) 

"Twenty-eight nights" 

 .	C�A �� � ��?��

(panjah o do safhe) 

"fifty-two pages" 

 .&A�� ��� � �2�

(navad o haft darsad) 

"ninety-seven percent" 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of The Lesson is Persian Numerals 
 

Regarding word order, Persian numerals are different to English in that the number comes 
first, followed by the noun classifier then finally the noun (no plural form). Some nouns do not 
need a classifier, though. Although there are plural forms in the Persian language, in this 
case, for counting the number of nouns, we don't use their plural forms. 

Basic noun classifiers: 

All of �&6 (adad), 	��� (daneh), and �* (ta) are classifiers that can be used for all nouns, but are 
not really necessary and can also be removed. Ta comes with all numbers except digits of 
"��"(yek = "one"), which becomes "���"(yeki) when used for counting without nouns, or 
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remains �� (yek) when adding to a noun. 

Other classifiers include: 

 ���
(nafar = "person") for people 

 	$/
(galleh = "herd") for groups of animals 

 D��
(raas = "head") for one animal, mostly domestic 

 	1��
(shakheh = "branch") for one flower 

 �
�
(dast = "hand"/"set") for clothes 

 &$E
(jeld = "volume") for books 

Examples of numeral noun phrases: 

 ��� ���
(panj nafar) 
"five people" 

 &��
2/ 	$/ ��
(yek galleh goosfand) 
"one herd of sheep" 

 &��
2/ D�� F
(yek raas goosfand) 
"one sheep" 

 G�
 B/ 	1�� ��
(yek shakheh gole sorkh) 
"one rose" 

 ��2$� � �� �
� ��
(yek dast kot o shalvar) 
"one suit" 

 ���� &$E 	

(se jeld ketab) 
"three books" 
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 �#<* �* ��� / �#<* �&6 ���
(haft adad tambr /haft ta tambr) 
"seven stamps" 

Cardinal vs Ordinal Numbers 
 

What we have learned above are cardinal numbers. To form an ordinal number, add (H � (om) 
after the cardinal numbers. Exceptions are "the first" and "the third." Instead of saying !HI� 
(yekom) and (H � 	
 (seom), we say: J�� (avval) and (2
 (sevvom). 

Persian Cardinal Persian Ordinal English Cardinal English Ordinal

(yek) �� (avval) �� one the first

(do) � (dovvom) �� two the second

(se) 	� (sevvom) ��� three the third

(chhar) ���� (chharom) ����� four the fourth

(panj) �� (panjom) !"� five the fifth

(shesh) #� (sheshom) !$� six the sixth

(haft) %&' (haftom) !�&' seven the seventh

(hasht) %$' (hashtom) !�$' eight the eighth

(noh) 	� (nohom) !�� nine the ninth

(dah) �� (dahom) !'� ten the tenth

(yazdah) ����� (yazdahom) !'���� eleven the eleventh

(davazdah) �����
 !'����

(davazdahom) twelve the twelfth
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PERSIAN

�� :��� .1

���	
 :� .2

��� :��� .3

������ :� .4

����� :��� .5

���� :� .6

����� :��� .7

����� :� .8

���� :��� .9

���� :� .10

���� ��� :��� .11

���� �
 :� .12

���� ����� :��� .13

���� �� :� .14

� !" #� :��� .15

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: one hundred

2. B: two hundred

3. A: three hundred

4. B: four hundred

5. A: five hundred

6. B: six hundred

7. A: seven hundred

8. B: eight hundred

9. A: nine hundred

10. B: one thousand

11. A: five thousand

12. B: ten thousand

13. A: fifty thousand

14. B: one hundred thousand.

15. A: one million

ROMANIZATION

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: sad

2. B: devist

3. A: sisad

4. B: chharsad

5. A: pansad

6. B: sheshsad

7. A: haftsad

8. B: hashtsad

9. A: nohsad

10. B: hezar

11. A: panjhezar

12. B: dahhezar

13. A: panjahhezar

14. B: sadhezar

15. A: yekmilliun

VOCABULARY
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Persian Romanization English Class

� !" #� yek milliun
one million 
(1.000.000) numeral

���� �� sad hezar
one hundred 

thousand (100.000) numeral

���� ����� panjah hezar
fifty thousand 

(50.000) numeral

���� �
 dah hezar
ten thousand 

(10.000) numeral

���� ��� panj hezar five thousand (5000) numeral

�� sad one hundred (100) numeral

���	
 devist two hundred (200) numeral

��� sisad three hundred (300) numeral

������ chhar sad four hundred (400) numeral

����� paansad five hundred (500) numeral

���� shesh sad six hundred (600) numeral

����� haft sad seven hundred (700) numeral

����� hasht sad eight hundred (800) numeral

���� noh sad nine hundred (900) numeral

���� hezaar one thousand (1000) numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.��� �$
 � !" #� 	� %����" & '(
hoghooghe maahiaane oo yek milioon dolaar ast.

 
His monthly salary is 1000000 dollars.

 %')��" *���+, *�-) -�� ���� ��
.���.� / �
���� %) 0�1, .

sad hedaar nafar baraaye tamaashaye 
mosabeqeye footbaal be estadiom raftand.

 
One hundred thousand people went to the 
stadium for the football game.
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.��� 2� ���� ����� %��( 2�� ���3�
ejaare in khaane panjaah hezaar yen ast.

 
The rent for this house is fifty thousand yen.

.��� 0��� ���� �
 4"�
5 �5 �+6
qeimat-e aan aadaams dah hezaar rial ast.

 
The price of that gum is ten thousand Rial.

 ���� ��� ���) %!�	 2�� ��-( *�-) �+�
.��7�
-8) �$


shomaa baraaye kharid-e in vasile baayad panj 
hezaar dolaar bepardaazid.

 
You have to spend 5000 dollars to buy this 
device.

.��� 9 :" �-6 #� 0�� �� %)
be sad sal yek gharn miguyand.

 
One hundred years is called a century.

 ;� 
�< ���	
 ��+=�> ;� �(�

.
�


derakhte sibe hayateman devist adad sib dad.
 

The apple tree in our yard bore two 
hundred apples.

.��� -�" !? 300 @ ��� �, ��-�, 7�
Az Tehran ta Chalus sesad kilometre.

 
It is three hundred kilometers from Tehran 
to Chalus.

.
��
 �"�6 0�� ������ ��A 2��
In ghar chharsad sal ghedmat darad.

 
This cave is four hundred years old.

.B�.-9 *�< ��" , �����
Pansad toman eidi gereftam.

 
I got five hundred Tomans as my New 
Year gift.

.���� �) ��� -)�-) �� ��)-C D�
shesh zarbdar sad barabar ast ba sheshsad.

 
Six times one hundred equals six hundred.

.
��
 D����9 -�� ����� ��E�7�	 2��
In varzeshgah haftsad nafar gonjayesh darad.

 
This stadium has a seating capacity of 
seven hundred people.

 2"7 2�� -�7 �
 %��� ����� :��9
.��� :�F"

ganji hashtsad saleh dar zire in zamin makhfi ast.
 

There's an eight hundred year old treasure 
hidden underground.

.
��
 G��,�� -�" ���� H� 2��
In pol nohsad metr ertefae darad.

 
This bridge is nine hundred meters high.

.��? I-( �$
 1000 ��? 2�� *�-) ���)
Baraye in kar bayad 1000 dollar kharj konid.

 
"You have to spend 1000 dollars for this task."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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100 

"One hundred" in Persian is ��J� / �� (sad/yeksad); so �� means "hundred." Simply add �� 
(sad) to the end of one through nine then you'll have from one hundred to nine hundred. For 
example, ������ means "four hundred," and ����� means "seven hundred." Exceptions 
include ���	
 (devist = "two hundred"), ��� (sisad = "three hundred"), and ����� (pansad = 
"five hundred"). 

Persian "English"

 ��
 (sad) one hundred

 �����
 (devist) two hundred

 ��	

 (sisad) three hundred

 �����
 (chhar sad) four hundred

 �����
 (pansad) five hundred

 ����
 (shesh sad) six hundred

 �����
 (haft sad) seven hundred

 �����
 (hasht sad) eight hundred

 ���
 (noh sad) nine hundred

 ����
 (hezar) one thousand

From 1000 to 9000 

Persian English
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 ����
 (hezar) one thousand

 ������
 (do hezar) two thousand

 ���� �

 (se hezar) three thousand

 �������
 (chhar hezar) four thousand

 ���� ���
 (panj hezar) five thousand

 ���� ��
 (shesh hezar) six thousand

 ���� ���
 (haft hezar) seven thousand

 ���� ���
 (hasht hezar) eight thousand

 ���� ��
 (noh hezar) nine thousand

 ���� ��
 (dah hezar) ten thousand

Follow the same rule for bigger numbers. Just as in English, we add ���� (hezar = "thousand") 
to the end of the numbers from ten to ninety, then we have numbers from 10000 to 100000. 

Persian English

 ���� ��
 (dah hezar) ten thousand

 ���� ��	�
 (bist hezar) twenty thousand

 ���� �

 (si hezar) thirty thousand
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 ���� ��
 (chehel hezar) forty thousand

 ���� �� ��
 (panjah hezar) fifty thousand

 ���� ���
 (shast hezar) sixty thousand

 ���� �����
 (haftad hezar) seventy thousand

 ���� �����
 (hashtad hezar) eighty thousand

 ���� �!�
 (navad hezar) ninety thousand

 ���� ��
 (sad hezar) one hundred thousand

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is How to Learn Larger Numbers in Persian 
 

The easiest way to remember large numbers in Persian is to understand their structure first. In 
the previous Boot Camp lesson, we covered the numbers one to one hundred. As you may 
remember, the most important thing is to memorize the numbers from one to twenty, and then 
build larger numbers by modifying the endings, adding or dropping some parts, and so on. 
There are exceptions among the common rules, but in general, Persian numbers have a 
strong logical system according to which the numbers are built. 

1,000 

 
 

Remembering the 1000s is easier than the 100s, because unlike the hundreds, there are no 
exceptions here. All of them are made by adding "thousand" ���� (hezar) to the end of one 
through to nine." For example "one thousand" is ���� or ���� #� . "Two thousand," is ����	
, 
and so on. 
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All the way up to "nine hundred thousand," ���� �� %� (noh sad hezar). The system is logical 
and easy, like the English number system. Just remember that all the numbers are contracted 
into one long word. For example, "One hundred and thirty two thousand four hundred and 
ninety six" in Persian would be: 

 D� 	 
 � 	 �� ���� 	 ���� 	
 	 :� 	 ��
(sad o si o do hezar o chhar sad o navad o shesh) 

It may be overwhelming to read, but you'll gradually get used to it. Just follow the digits one by 
one (starting from the higher digits to the lower ones) and you'll have the largest numbers 
memorized in no time ! Also, just like in English you put an "and" before the units digit of a 
number. There is an extra "and" added between multiples of ten and single digits, like we 
learned in the previous lesson. Even in larger numbers the order is the same. So "two 
thousand and thirteen" would be �
�� 	 ���� 	
. "Ten thousand two hundred and eighty 
seven" is ��� 	 
���� 	 ���	
 	 ���� �
. 

1,000,000 
 

"Million" in Persian is � !" (Milliun). The same rule as "hundred" and "thousand" is also 
applied here. For example, "one million" is � !" #�, "two million" is � !" 	
 and so on. 

"One Billion" is � !) #� (Yek billion) in Persian. So try to guess the right word for the number 
3,500,854,999 in Persian. Starting from the billions, down to the ones, the answer is as 
follows: 

 .%� 	 
 � 	 ���� 	 ���� ���� 	 ����� 	 ����� 	 � !" ����� 	 � !) %�
(Se billion o pansad milliun o hashtsad o panjaho chhar hezar o nohsad o navad o noh.) 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the History of the Persian Language 
 

I. Linguistics 

Persian (Farsi) is the official language of Iran, and is also spoken in Afghanistan, Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan. In Iran it's the first language of more than forty million Iranians (58% - 79%) 
and has some speakers in India and Pakistan too. Considering other language speakers' 
mastery of Persian as a second language, the number of the world's Persian speakers 
outside Iran is thought to be around 10 million. The Persian language belongs to the Indo-
European family of languages. It has roots in Iran's 2500-year-old history and culture, and has 
changed and developed along with the country and its people up until today. 

Persian originates from the Pars land (today's Fars province) in the South of Iran. The 
language had three stages of development: Ancient, Dari, and Pahlavi. Ancient Persian is 
the language that was spoken during the Hakhamaneshi era (486 - 522 BC) in Pars country, 
and since the Hakhamaneshi kings came from the Pars or Fars land and started to rule all 
over Iran, it became the whole country's language. Dari Persian was spoken during the 
Sasani dynasty era by Iran's court (called Darbar in Farsi) and the capital's people, and was 
the common language in the East of Iran. Pahlavi Persian had two types: Ashkani Pahlavi, 
which was popular in the north of Iran, and Sasani Pahlavi, which was used in the south of 
Iran. The Hakhamaneshi writing system was called Mikhi (cuneiform) Script and resembled 
the shape of nails, and was written from left to right, while the Sasani Pahlavi script was 
written from right to left. New Persian began in the Khorasan province after the Arabs won in 
Iran and people started to use the Arabic alphabet for writing Persian to spread and advertise 
the religion of Islam. The letters (P)"�," (ZH)"�," (G)"�," (CH)"�" were added to the Arabic 
alphabet and this became the Persian of today. 

Persian is a language of vowels and syllables. In different places it's spoken with different 
dialects and accents. The Persian used in Iran's capital Tehran, is considered the standard 
Persian and therefore is also used in this series of lessons. 

II. About Iran 

Iran is a country in the Middle East in South-Western Asia, and neighbors Azerbaijan, 
Armenia and Turkmenistan to the North, Afghanistan and Pakistan to the East, and Turkey 
and Iraq to the West. In the north, it borders the Caspian Sea and in the South it's bound by 
the Oman Sea and Persian Gulf. Iran's climate and weather is influenced by three factors and 
is divided into three kinds: more than half of Iran is inside or around the central deserted part 
and therefore has hot and dry weather. One third of Iran (in the West and North-West Zagros 
and Alborz mountains) has cold weather. And a little part that's located beside the Caspian 
and Oman Seas, is green and cultivable land with humid and moderate weather. 
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Iran has a population of 77,189,669 people, the majority of whom are Muslim. Iranians were 
originally from the Aryan race, who lived in the South-Western part of today's Iran from around 
10-11 thousand years ago. Iran is rich in natural wonders: it has four seasons and historically 
significant buildings and architecture, plus many famous places like Persepolis in the South 
and the Tchogha Zanbil temple. 

III. Where Persian is Spoken 

The Persian language is mainly spoken by around forty million people in Iran (58% - 79% of 
the total population) and over ten million people living overseas. 

IV. Writing System and Pronunciation 

The current Persian language uses the Persian alphabet as its writing system. It consists of 
32 characters, 28 of which are the same as the Arabic alphabet, plus the four letters of 
(P)"�," (ZH)"�," (G)"�," (CH)"�" that don't exist in Arabic. This alphabet is written from right to 
left, and in words, most of the characters are connected to each other. Most of the letters have 
three forms depending on which part of the word they're in: initial, medial, and final. 

In the Persian alphabet, there are not so many variants of tones. Instead, vowels play the 
main and important part in forming the pronunciation of the language. There are six vowels 
(three short ones and three long ones) and two diphthong vowels. Short vowels are shown as 
little marks above and below the consonants, which in many cases are removed in the written 
form, but still pronounced when reading. 

V. Why it is Important: The Top Five Reasons to Learn this Language Are... 

1.  Learning Persian is fun and exciting! Iranian culture, manners, customs and traditions 
are unique, like the language. Discovering a whole new world can be very exciting! 

2. Persian is different! Persian is different to English and other Latin-based langauge, 
because it has its own alphabet, grammar and pronunciation. It's a new challenge, and a 
great change of pace. 

3. Iran is a historically significant country. Learning the language of a country with a rich 
history can help you know more about its people and their stories. To understand the way 
they have thought and acted, helps us learn from their mistakes and successes, and become 
stronger ourselves. 

4. Iran is a beautiful country! Travelling can be easier when you know the language. With a 
varied climate and different geographical settings like mountains, plains, valleys and desert, 
Iran has four distinct seasons, remarkable landscapes, and significant tourist attractions. 
While surveying the remains of old civilizations, you can also enjoy its beautiful natural 
scenery. 

5. Persians are warm and friendly! Iran's people are known and famous for their hospitality. 
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Knowing their language can be a connecting bridge to work and live with them, and a way to 
find more friends in this Oriental country! 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Persian Writing System 

 

The Persian alphabet is easy to learn because the most of character shapes are similar to 

each other, and there are many similar sounds to English. 

Alphabet 

The Persian alphabet consists of 32 characters, 28 of which are from the Arabic alphabet, 

plus 4 additional ones that are (P)"�," (ZH)"�," (G)"�," (CH)"�" which are exclusive to 

Persian, and don't exist in Arabic. Most of the letters are so similar in terms of their shapes, 

and only differ in the number and places of points, like: (B)"�," (P)"�," (T)"�," (S)"�." 

Depending on which part of the word they're in, most of the letters have from two to four forms 

of initial, medial, and final. Like for example, the letter gheyn (�) with the sound of GH in the 

words below: 

(apart final) ��� [bagh = "garden"] (initial) ��� [ghar = "cave"] 

(connected final) ��� [tigh = "blade"] (medial) 	
�� [naghmeh = "melody"] 

In the table below, you can find all the characters of the Persian alphabet in their initial, 

medial and final forms from left to right. 

Persian Alphabet 

 

Form  Name Sound Form Name Sound

 � Alef a/aa/e/o �� � Sad s

�� � Be b �� � Zad z

�� � Pe p �� � Ta t

�� � Te t �� � Za z

�� � Se s �� ��� �� � Ein ea

�� � Jim j �� ��� �� � Ghein gh

�� � Che ch �� � Fe f
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�� � He h �� � Ghaf gh

�� � Khe kh �   Kaf k

! Dal d �" " Gaf g

# Zal z �$ $ Lam l

� Re r �� � Mim m

% Ze z �� � Noon n

& Zhe zh ' Vav v/u/oo/o

�( ( Sin s �) !)� )� ) He h/eh

�* * Shin sh �+ + Ye y/i

 .A, O, E, AA) are all forms of the same letter, which is called Alef) � ,- ,. ,/ )  ,- � ,. � ,/ � )*

* In older texts, Alef is considered the first character of alphabet, and Hamze is removed. 

* The letters � ,# ,! ,� ,% ,& ,' (A, Z, D, R, Z, ZH, and V) are not connected to the next letter in a 

word. 

has the sound of H at the beginning of a word, and the sound of Eh at the ending of a   " ) " *
 .word

(KH) �, (ZH) � , (EA)� and � , (GH)� and � , (A[cat]) �� 

These five letters are for sounds not found in the English alphabet by default. While " / � / " is a 

vowel, the other six are used as consonants. 

Pronunciation Marks 

There are four marks which are used above or below letters to show pronunciation points: 

1.

Tashdid ( 0 ) is used to indicate the sound of a letter in a word that is heard twice or 

doubled. )01� (Bachche = "child")

2.

Hamze ( 2 ) is the sign that represents the glottal stop which has no sound or a sound 

of "ea." 	3456 (Mas-eale = "problem")
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3.

Tanvin ( 7 ) occurs in the Arabic adverb ending, like "-ly" in English, and is pronounced 

"an" as in "man." �89�' 7 (Vaghean = "really")

4.

Sokun ( ^ ) is used to show that there aren't any short vowels between two 

consonants (which makes it no more a syllable). �^:; (Garm = "hot")
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Basic Persian Grammar 
 

Persian is a little different from English in terms of grammar, but there are also some 
similarities between the two languages. Comparing these differences and similarities 
together, may help learning the new language become easier. 

In these All About lessons, we are going to avoid all but the most basic grammar words. 
Introducing complex grammatical concepts in the early stages of language learning actually 
makes things much more difficult than they need to be. 

Overview 

In the Persian language, words are usually formed from one or more syllable, each one of 
them containing one vowel. The order that words are placed in a sentence is slightly different 
to English, and has the subject at the beginning, the predicate coming next, and at the end, 
the verb. 

Verbs  

Verbs are conjugated in different tenses and have attached pronouns, singular/plural forms, 
and time. Also like most languages, Persian contains passive/active, transitive/intransitive, 
simple/compound, auxiliary/lexical, and other forms (of verbs). 

Time and Form 

As mentioned before, Persian verbs have different tenses. In Persian, the time and form of 
verbs are determined by adding prefixes, and attached pronouns. The prefixes that are added 
before verbs show the form of the action. 

For example: 

The attached pronouns are added to the end of verbs and show the subject that does the 
action. Look at the verbs in the table below to see how they are conjugated in this way. 

Name Persian English

Present form (Mi prefix) (mi ravam) ��� �� I go

Conditional form (Be prefix) (be ravam) ���� If I go

Negative Present (Nemi 
prefix) (nemi ravam) ��� ��	 I don't go
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Negative Conditional (Na 
prefix) (na ravam) ���	 If I don't go

The time of the action is determined by the verb's base. Present base is the same as 
imperative form without its first BE or BO. Past base contains the two types of T endings and D 
endings. Future form is made by adding "������" (Khastan = "to want") verb's present base 
conjugation to the beginning of past base. To all these tenses, attached pronouns are added 
at the end. 

For Example: "���� 	
" (Mi Khordam = "(I) eat") is the regular present tense of the verb 
Khordan ("to eat"), "�����" (Khordam = "(I) ate") is the past form, and "���� 	����" (Khahi 
Khord = "you will eat") is the future form. 

Below, the verb "
���"(raftan = "to go") is shown in different tenses. Ro (read as Rav) is the 
present base, which comes from Boro, the imperative form. Raft is the past base, and also 
past singular 3rd person. 

Past Regular Present Future

(raftam = I went) ��� (miravam = I go) ��� ��
khaham raft = I ) ��� ����

(will go

(rafti = you went) ���� (miravi = you go) ��� ��
khahi raft = you ) ��� �����

(will go

(raft = he/she/it went) ��� (miravad = he goes) ��� ��
khahad raft = he ) ��� �����

(will go

(raftim = we went) ���� (miravim = we go) ��� ��
khahim raft = ) ��� �����

(we will go

(raftid = you went) ����� (miravid = you go) ���� ��
khahid raft = ) ��� ������

(you will go

(raftand = they went) �����
miravand = they ) �	�� ��

(go
khahand raft = ) ��� ������

(they'll go

Word Order  

Word order in Persian language has its own special rules that can't be changed very often, 
because it'll result in losing the meanings of sentences. The order is usually as following. The 
subject comes first in the sentence, after which is the predicate that can be an adjective or an 
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object. The verb is placed in the end, although in some cases when the verb is a moving 
action like "going," a noun like a place name with a preposition can also be added afterwards. 

For example: 

Man diruz be khaneye dustam raftam. "Yesterday I went to my ) ��� ���� ���� �� ����� �
.
 (".friend's house

raftam = "went") is the verb in this ) ��� man = "I/me") at the beginning is the subject, and) �

 .sentence, which is placed at the end

Man daram miravam be khaneye dustam. "I am going to my ) ���� ���� �� ��� 	
 ���� �
 .
 (".friend's house

daram miravam = "am ) ��� 	
 ���� man = "I/me") is the subject also in this sentence, and) �

 .my friend's house") can be before or after the verb") ���� ���� .going") is the verb

 (".Payiz dar Iran besyar zibast. "Autumn in Iran is very beautiful) ������ ����� ����� �� ����� .

 ���� ast = "is") is the verb that's attached to) ��� payiz = "autumn") is the subject, and) �����
 .ziba = "beautiful") the adjective)

Pronouns 

There isn't a wide range of pronouns in Persian. Pronouns are basically divided into two main 
types which are: separate pronouns and attached pronouns. The separate ones are the main 
pronouns, and the attached ones are particles added to the end of verbs that indicate person 
(without needing the actual pronouns). 

Separate pronouns are as follows: 

1st person: Singular: �
 (Man = I/me) Plural: �
 (Ma = "we/us") 

2nd person: Singular: �� (To = "you/your") Plural: ��  (Shoma = "you/your") 

3rd person: Singular: �� (Ou = "He/him/his/she/her/it") Plural: �!�"/��#�� (Anha/Ishan = "they") 

Attached pronouns are as follows: 

1st person pronouns: Singular: $� (Am = "(I) do") Plural: � (Im = "(we) do") 

2nd person pronouns: Singular: % (EE = "(you) do") Plural: &� (Id = "(you) do") 

3rd person pronouns: Singular: $� (Ad = "(he) does)" Plural: &� (And = "(they) do") 

The 3rd person singular form doesn't have attached pronouns in the past tense. 
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Examples: .��� 	
 �
 (Ma miravim = "we go") .��� �� (Ou raft = "he went") 

Plurals 

In Persian, nouns usually become plural by adding "��" (ha) at the end. Sometimes "��" (an) 
also can be added to make the word plural. There are also other ways used to make names 
plural, but since they originated from the Arabic language, they're not considered Persian so 
much. 

When adding An, the E letter becomes G. For example: 

("Parande = "bird) ��	��
Parandeha = ) �� ��	��

(""birds
Parandegan = ) ����	��

(""birds
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Basic Persian Pronunciation 

 

The most important factor in Persian pronunciation is considered to be vowels. Since Persian 

language is a syllabic language, the existence of words depends on syllables, and the 

existence of syllables depends on vowels. Each syllable has one vowel. Without any vowesl, 

there wouldn't be any syllables, and therefore any words, and we'd only have a series of 

letters. 

As a quick reminder, the Persian language has 32 alphabet characters, including the four 

non-Arabic letters. Six of these are vowels, and there are 23 consonant sounds (due to some 

of them having the same sound). 

Consonants 

There are 23 consonant sounds in Persian. In fact, there are 29 consonants, some of which 

have the same or similar sounds because of their different shapes. The letters with the same 

sounds comprise six groups: 

 � �

(GH), 

 � �

(EA), 

 � � � �

(Z), 

 	 


(H), 

 � � 

(S), 

 � �

(T) 

Some of the sounds don't have exact equivalents in English, and are: 
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 �

(KH, like the "ch" in "loch"), 

 �

(ZH, like the "s" in "measure"), 

 � �

(gh, like the French R) 

 �

is called be and pronounced like the "b" in "ball" 

 �

is called pe and pronounced like "p" in "pink" 

 � and �

are called ta and te and pronounced like [t] in "ten." 

 � and � and �

are called "sad, sin and se" and pronounced like [s] in "simple" 

 �

is called jim and pronounced like [j] in "jelly" 

 �

is called che and pronounced like "ch" in "church" 

 � and �

are called he and he and pronounced like the "h" in "house" 

 �

is called khe and pronounced like "ch" in "loch" 

 �

is called dal and pronounced like "d" in "doll" 
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 � and 	 and 
 and �

are called za, zad, ze and zal and pronounced like "z" in "zebra" 

 �

is called re and pronounced like "r" in "round" 

 �

is called zhe and pronounced like "s" in "measure" 

 �

is called shin and pronounced like "sh" in "shell" 

 � and 

are called hamze and ein and pronounced like [u] in "umbrella" 

 � and �

are called ghaf and ghein and pronounced like [r] in the French language 

 �

is called fe and pronounced like "f" in "family" 

 �

is called kaf and pronounced like [k] in "kite" 

 �

is called gaf and pronounced like [g] in "girl" 

 �

is called lam and pronounced like [l] in "like" 

 �

is called mim and pronounced like [m] in "moon" 

 �

is called noun and pronounced like [n] in "number" 

 �
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is called vav and pronounced like [v] in "volcano" 

  

is called ye and pronounced like [y] in "yoyo" 

Vowels 

Persian has six vowels (three short vowels, and three long vowels) plus two diphthongs. 

Short vowels: 

  � � �

is called fathe/zebar and pronounced like [a] in "cat." 

  � � �

is called kasre/zir and pronounced like [e] in "bell." 

  � � �

is called zammeh/pish and pronounced like the [o] in "mode." 

Long vowels: 

 �

is called alef and pronounced like [a] in "ball." 

 �

is called vav and pronounced like [oo] in "moon." 

  

is called Ye and pronounced like [ee] in "feel." 

Diphthongs: 

  !

is called ey and pronounced like [ay] in "pay." 

 �!

is called ow and pronounced like [o] in "no." 
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Note that vav and ye are considered vowels when they sound like [ee] and [oo] and 

consonants when sound like [ye] and [v]. 

Tones and Stress 

There aren't so many different variants of tones in words and syllables in Persian language, 

and mostly they are all pronounced the same way, except for the question words, which start 

at a lower level and gradually go up to a higher level. 

The emphasis or stress (of sounds) is generally on the last syllable of a word. 

For example: 

 �� ��

(Madar = "mother") 

 �"#

(Mar = "snake") 

 "$ ��

(Darya = "sea") 

In verbs only, (except three-syllable past forms) the stress is on the first syllable of the word. In 

three-syllable past forms, the stress is on the middle syllable. 

For example: 

 %&'(

(Naraft = "(he) didn't go") 

 )*+*,-

(Bebinid = "look") 

 ��./ 0#

(Mikhoram = "(I) eat") 

 �)$��

(Davidam = "(I) ran)" 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Top 5 Must-Know Persian Phrases  
 

Here we'll introduce five phrases in Persian that will take you a long way and help you out in 
a variety of situations! 

 ���

(Salam - "Hello!")  

Salam means "Hello" in Persian. When two people meet, the first thing they say to each other 
as a greeting is Salam. It's a word that can be used in all occasions, at any time of the day and 
by anyone, of any age. It originates from the word Salamati which literally means "Well-being" 
or "Healthiness." In other words, besides "Hello," it has the hidden meaning of: "I hope you 
are feeling well." Or "I hope you are fine." 

For Example:  

A: ����� ��� 

(Salam aleykom - "Hello to you!") 

B: ����� ��� 

(Aleykom Salam! - "To you hello!") 

 ("!Kodahafez - "Goodbye) �������

This means "Goodbye" in Persian. It is a phrase used when people leave each other. Khoda 
means "God," and Hafez means someone who keeps and protects. So in this case it can 
mean something like: "Let God protect you and keep you safe and sound, while I'm not 
around!" It is literally like a good short prayer. 

 ("!Khaste nabashid! - "Hope you're not tired) ��	�
� 	
��

This is said to someone who has finished any kind of work, or usually co-workers say when 
leaving a workplace. It means "Well done, you did a very good job! That's all for now." 

The word Khaste means "Tired," and Nabashid means "Not to be." It generally has a sense of 
"fulfilling a job" in itself. 

  ("!Dastet dard nakoneh! - "I hope your hands don't hurt) ��� � �
�

This one is also used for someone who has finished doing something for you. It is said 
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especially to thank them and show your feeling of gratitude. It is deeper than a simple 
Motshakkeram or Mamnunam which shortly mean Thank you. This one can mean: "Thank 
you for doing it for me. Hope it didn't make your hands hurt/ache!" 

Dastet means "Your hands," and Dard nakonad means "Doesn't/Won't hurt." 

  ("Khahesh mikonam. - "Please/No problem") .��� �� �����

It is used to politely ask someone to do you a favor. 

Example: 

 .��� �� 	� �� �� ��� �� �����

(Khahesh mikonam ab ra be man bede.- "Please pass me the water.") 

Khahesh literally means "Wanting," Mikonam means "I do." Together they mean "I have a 
request." It can also mean "No problem" in answer to someone after they say thank you. 

The word Lotfan which is a word derived from Arabic that's used in the Persian language, 
also means "Please." 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is a Quiz 
 

Here are five things you have to know about Iran! Why not test your knowledge of Iran? 

Geography 

In which part of Iran is Tehran located? 

1. The South-East

2. The North-West

3. The Northern Center

Correct answer: 3. The Northern Center 

Tehran, the largest city and 200 year-old capital of Iran, just a village at the beginning, now 
with a population of more than twelve million people, is the 16th most populated city of the 
world today. 

Tehran is surrounded by the Alborz mountains to the north (including the 3933-meter-high 
Tochal peak) and the Kavir desert to the south. Except for the northern mountain areas which 
are a little humid and mild, the weather is generally hot and dry. 

In the north of the city, which is closer to the mountains, the streets and alleys are steeper, 
and in the south they're more flat. Also in the south, there are fewer high class buildings than 
in the North, and the governmental and office buildings are located at the city center. Azadi 
Tower, Millad tower, and the sight of Damavand peak (which is a non-active volcano) are 
considered to be the symbols of Tehran. Carpets, rugs, cushion, wood works, mosaic, pottery, 
and glass paintings are examples of handicrafts and souvenirs that can be found in different 
places in Tehran. 

Cuisine 

The two most well-known Persian dishes are: 

1. Abgusht and Ghormesabzi (Meat stew and Vegetable stew)

2. Lubia Polo and Khoreshet Gheime (Bean with cooked rice and Gheime stew)

3. Ash Reshte and Shirin Polo (Reshte soup and Sweet cooked rice)
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Correct answers: 1. Abgusht and Ghormesabzi (Meat stew and Vegetable stew) 

Ghorme sabzi is one of the most favorite foods of Iranians, and it's eaten with cooked rice. 
Ghorme Sabzi means "vegetable stew," and is cooked with a mixture of vegetables and red or 
Chiti beans, and to get a nice sour taste, some dried Ammani lime is added. Abgusht is also 
cooked with grains, potato, and meat and its juices. If it's made in a stone container, it'll be 
called "Dizi" which is considered to be a traditional Iranian dish, and the joy of it comes from a 
warm Iranian table, being together, and eating pickles, fresh greens and onion. 

Travel 

Which are the most popular travel destinations in Iran? 

1. Tehran, Esfahan, Shiraz.

2. Kish, Kerman, Tabriz.

3. Hamedan, Qome, Kashan.

Correct Answer: 1. Tehran, Esfahan, Shiraz. 

All the places mentioned in the question are worth a visit, because they are among the top 
tourist destinations in Iran. However, the three most popular places are: 

Tehran is Iran's capital, and that's why it's known to be one of the most visited tourist cities in 
Iran. Some of the main sights in Tehran are: Azadi tower, Millad tower, and Bazar Tehran. The 
green spaces, ski resorts, cultural and art centers, museums, palaces, and libraries, also 
attract many visitors. 

Esfahan is the most famous tourist destination in Iran. As an old saying goes: "Half the world: 
Esfahan!" As home to Naghshe Jahan square, Siosepol Bridge, Menar Jonban (shaking 
minarets), and Sheikh Lutfollah Mosque, it is one of Iran's main historical cities with beautiful 
architecture. The sweet Esfahani dialect is another reason for Esfahan's popularity, and Gaz 
and Louz are among the special souvenirs from this beautiful city. 

Shiraz is known as the city of flowers, gardens and poetry. The tombs of famous poets like 
Hafez and Saadi are in Shiraz. Vakil Bazar, the Dolat Gate, and Eram Garden are also in this 
city, and most importantly of all, you can find the ruins of historical buildings like Persepolis, 
Pasargadae, and Naghshe Rostam near Shiraz. 

Economy 

Iran is one of the world's largest exporters in... 

1. Carpet
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2. Oil

3. Caviar and Saffron

Correct Answer: 2. Oil 

Iran, being rich in oil and gas natural resources, is one of the biggest oil exporters in the 
world. These mines are among the national resources of Iran, and are under the ground and 
seas of Iran. The 29th of Esfand month (March) is celebrated as Nationalization of Oil Day, 
and is a national holiday in the whole country. 

Interesting Facts and Figures about Iran 

1. Economy 

The Iranian Subsidy Reform Plan is the gradual removal process of subsidies from fuel, food, 
water, electricity, and other items, part of which is paid to people in the form of cash by the 
government, and the rest of it is used in construction, developmental and cultural projects. 
The Iranian subsidy reform plan is considered the biggest project in Iran's economic history, 
and in progress right now. 

2. Culture 

A part of Iran's culture is nomads and tribes (Ashayer and Iil). Ashayer (nomads) are groups of 
Iranian people who have a tribal structure, and as animal husbandry is their main occupation, 
they are always moving and migrating. In winters they move to warmer places, and in 
summers they move to cooler places, always looking for pasture. Iil is a Turkish word 
meaning homeland, peace and friendship, group, tame and obedient, and community. Ashire 
is an Arabic word meaning tribe, ancestry, relatives, and family. 

3. Education 

For Iranian families, having a university degree and a higher education of their children is 
very important. Nowadays, girls and boys equally, and maybe even girls more than boys are 
studying sciences. In addition to higher education, short-term courses that educate experts in 
different fields have also become more popular. Besides the Persian language, learning 
other languages has become important, and almost everyone learns one or two more 
languages beyong their mother tongue. 

4. Transportation 

Lately in the big cities of Iran, especially in Tehran, transportation and public transport 
services have been considerably increased. Buses, the metro, and taxis are used a lot, and in 
recent times, the development of the metro in particular has helped reduce traffic jam. 
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However, traffic and pollution are still considered some of the main problems in big cities. 

5. Life Satisfaction 

Today, through the development of industries and medical sciences, and also the increase of 
people's knowledge levels and increasing methods of communication between them, the 
average life expectancy has also increased. Young people and the elderly live and work side 
by side, and by creating a warm atmosphere and supporting each other, families have 
achieved some happiness and satisfaction, and are still looking for more ways of developing 
life quality. 
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The Focus of This Lesson is Persian Cuisine
 

Because of the rich culture of Iran and its people, Persian food has a unique variety. Enriched 
with a colorful and healthy diversity of dishes, and a combination of new tastes and flavors 
like sweet and sour, Iranian food is very popular in Asia and around the world for its freshness 
and deliciousness. 

The Persian kitchen is a great mixture of healthy and nutritious foods, the majority of which 
are products of the country's agriculture, livestock, and dairy industries. Meat and dairy 
products come together with vegetables and cereals cultivated on rural farms, and the bread 
that is made using these same raw materials in village and city furnaces. All of these are 
influenced by nature, climate and labor of this land, creating Persian menu. 

In Iran, rice is the main food, and depending on how it's cooked, it has different names. It's 
served on the table together with other Iranian foods like Kebab and Stew (a mixture of 
cooked vegetables and cereal). Using spices is also very popular in Iran, which adds an 
oriental taste and fragrance to the food. 

Generally Persian food is a good reason and excuse for family members, relatives, and 
friends to gather together. Because during holidays, feasts and special calendar dates (like 
Ramadan), preparing all kinds of Ash (soups) and traditional dishes, cleaning the vegetables 
and cooking them, and also eating food with family around the table has become an 
enjoyable ritual. 

Popular Food Items  

Besides rice, bread is one of Iran's main foods, and has famous types such as: Barbari, 
Sangak, Lavash and so on that can be eaten with all meals. 

On the North and South coasts where fishing is common, types of seafood like fish, shrimp, 
and caviar are very popular. Caviar has become one of the country's famous export materials. 
Saffron is one of Iran's favorite agriculture crops and plays an important role in the country's 
export business. Especially during festive celebrations, nuts like pistachios, that can be found 
everywhere, are a beloved snack and also a good souvenir from Iran. 

Seasonal Dishes  

During religious months, as a traditional custom called Nazri (votive), there's a habit of 
distributing free food like "Ash Reshte"(Noodle Soup) and "Halim" believing that if you do this 
from the depth of heart and pray, God will grant your prayers and everyone will be blessed. 

Being so fruitful and having variety of crops in different weathers, Iran has all kinds of fruits in 
various points of the country in all seasons, which become known for their taste and fragrance 
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and are used to make pickle, jam, and Lavashak (fruit bar). Among popular fruits of Persian 
table, there are watermelon, pomegranate, and citrus fruits, and Iranians derive joy from 
eating them in groups of friends and family. 

Table Etiquette  

Iranians usually eat their food around a table-cloth that is spread on the floor called Sofreh. 
Sofreh is a fabric available with designs, materials, and textures, or just a simple cloth, that 
can also be used on a table. 

Fork and spoon are the main pieces of cutlery used at the Iranian table, and for some foods 
only bread and empty hands are enough. A knife is rarely used at lunch or dinner. 

The presence of all family members including grandparents around sofreh or table is 
necessary. It is considered part of Iranian's manners that they eat together in group and in 
warm familial atmosphere. 

The Top 5 Persian Dishes 
 

Number 5: Cutlet 

This is one of the Persian fast foods that is made in portions. Cutlet is usually served without 
rice, and with bread. Cutlet is a delicious food made using meat, potato, eggs and onion. By 
mixing these raw ingredients, the cutlet blend is made, and after it becomes stable, it's fried in 
oil in a pan. Cutlet tastes a little greasy and meaty. This food is famous in Amol city and is 
called Shami Amol. 

Number 4: Chelo Kebab 

This is one of the original foods of Iran. It consists of cooked rice and Kebab (Barbecue), 
which is eaten with sumac and tomatoes. One serve of Chelo Kebab is usually a dish full of 
rice and two skewers of meat roasted over a brazier, which is then served with roasted 
tomatoes, sumac, onion, and doogh (a type of yogurt drink). Chelo Kebab has different 
varieties, like Barg (fillet), Kubideh (minced), Soltani (a mix of these two), and Shishlik (ribs). 

Number 3: Ash Reshte 

This is a thick aash (soup) that is common in Iran. This soup is often eaten with Kashk (whey-
like dairy product), pickle and vinegar. Depending on family customs, it's eaten as an 
appetizer or main course, at winter parties, or at Iftar (evening meal of Muslims in Ramadan 
fasting month). The following ingredients are required for making Ash Reshte are: beans, 
peas, lentil, hot mint mix, garlic, noodle strings, herbs, roasted onions, oil, salt, and turmeric. 

Number 2: Fesenjan 

Every Iranian knows Fesenjan. It's the stew made out of minced walnut and pomegranate 
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sauce. Sometimes it's modified; some people add beef, and some use chicken. Northern 
people make it with duck, and its level of sourness and sweetness changes depending on the 
maker's tastes. Put simply, it comes in many variations and with every change in the 
ingredients, another new kind is made, including fish, carrot, pumpkin, and pistachio 
fesenjans. 

Number 1: Tahchin 

This is an Iranian dish made of rice, chicken (or beef), yogurt, eggs, and lots of saffron. Within 
Persian food, Tahchin is a formal food that's suited for parties, because of its striking shape. It 
consists of two parts: first, a thick layer (Tahdig) which is saffron and cooked chicken molded 
in rice. The second layer on top of that is just rice. Tahchin can be cooked in oven or over a 
flame. For a thicker Tahdig, the Tahchin must be cooked longer in a mild temperature, and 
when serving, it's better to put a little dissolved butter on the Tahdig. 

5 Fun Facts about Persian Food Culture 
 

Number 5: Persian people love to drink tea all the time! 

Black tea, with and after all daily meals and between them, is an un-removable and 
permanent member of sofreh. Iranians are used to drinking tea all the time, and usually have 
it with sugar cubes or other sweets. 

Number 4: Persian people eat too many nuts (and maybe sweets)! 

Eating all kinds of nuts in large amounts, especially in holidays, is very popular. So much so 
that it sometimes leads to over-eating and stomach-ache! Also, many kinds of sweets, 
including Iran's favorite souvenir candies like Gaz, Louz, Souhan and Baghlava, are very 
common. 

Number 3: Bread and cheese is a complete meal in Iran! 

The combination of bread, cheese, herbs, walnut, and dates is a simple but complete and 
favored course of meal for Persians, and it's always found in every house and available any 
time. 

Number 2: Three much-loved foods of Iran are... 

Kuku, Kufte, and Dolme: three special Persian foods. Kuku is made like a cake with eggs and 
vegetables, Kufte consists of little meat balls, and Dolme is a mix of meat, rice and greens 
wrapped in cabbage or grape leaves or pepper. 

Number 1: Persian people like to eat fast food! 

Pizza and other fast foods are also very popular among modern Persian people, and are 
usually available in most restaurants. 
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Top 5 Things You Need to Know about Persian Society  
 

Society is a very broad topic, and can't be summarized in a single lesson. That's why we're 
narrowing it down to the top five most important aspects of Persian society! 

Major Cities 
 

Yazd  

Located in the center of Iran, Yazd city's importance is due to the fact that it's the center of the 
native and original Persians from the beginning of Iran's history, years before Islam. Its main 
inhabitants are Zoroastrians (who are from the Aryan branches) and their symbol is fire and 
sun. 

Being close to the desert, this city has a dry climate. Therefore, it covers a big part of the 
desert architecture of Iran, which contains minarets, domes, and wind-catchers. Wind-
catchers are narrow and long spaces above houses that have holes that are used to catch the 
wind's flow and cool down the building. Yazd's main industries with economic importance are: 
rugs and textile, glazed tiles, mining, metalwork and gold making. 

Kish  

One of the most important main port cities located in the south of Iran is Kish, which provides 
the country's fishing industry raw materials, and is also among the main areas for sea trade 
and political and economic connections through the export and import of products. Kish is 
also an amusement and travel destination that attracts many visitors with its big shopping 
centers and seaside amusements, and is very crowded during holidays. 

Mashhad  

Mashhad is a metropolis in the north-west of Iran and the capital of Khorasan province. With 
almost 2.5 million people, it's the second most populated city after Tehran. Initially, this region 
was the homeland of the Aryan people, and in the time when Nadershah was King, it was 
chosen as Iran's capital. These days, due to the existence of the Imam Reza shrine, it 
welcomes many pilgrims and visitors from within and outside Iran. Among the historically 
significant must-see places in this city is Ferdowsi the precious poet's tomb. Also, as an 
economic resource it's considered the main hub of leather production in Iran, with the unique 
Charm Mashhad company. 

Family Life  
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As a result of the mechanization and modernization of life, formerly large families have shrank 
into smaller and less crowded ones. In old times, in most families, uncles, aunts, cousins, and 
grandparents all lived together, while more recently there are fewer families like that, and 
also, having more than two children in a family is not longer popular. Despite this, family 
elders maintain their position and earn the respect of other family members. They still get the 
first greetings in feasts by children, and there's still a great sense of responsibility towards 
them. Also in old times, there were more consultation and support, and deeper bonds among 
family members. In today's Iran, despite the tendency towards individuality, there aren't 
suitable economic conditions for financial independence for younger people until marriage, 
or even after that. 

Work Culture and Economy 
 

In 2011, Iran's economy was ranked 17th in the world. In terms of GDP (per capita), at 12,800 
dollars, it's ranked 78th place. According to the IMF, Iran has a Transition Economy, meaning 
it's changing from a planned to a market economy. The UN classifies Iran's economy as semi-
developed. According to Goldman Sachs, Iran could become one of the world's largest 
economies in the 21st century. 

Foreign trade, and particularly exports and imports, is one of the main elements of Iran's 
economy. While most of Iran's economy is built on the foundation of Petroleum exports, the 
results of its income is distributed to all parts of the country and affects each one. However, a 
lack of employment and population growth is a major problem that has a negative effect on 
the country's economy. Iran has a fast-growing population, where there aren't enough jobs for 
all the people. This means the country is facing a high rate of unemployment. Generally, Iran's 
economy isn't stable and is changing continuously. 

Politics 
 

With the successful Islamic Revolution of Iran in February 1979, the Islamic Republic of Iran 
Order was formed. It's a system where the foundations are the religion of Islam, and the 
people's public vote. 

Heading up the Islamic Republic system of government, is Vilayat-e-Faghih (Guardianship of 
Islamic Jurists) or Supreme Leader of Iran. The Assembly of Experts of the Leadership, which 
is elected by the people, choose a qualified person for this rank. The leader's duty is to 
determine the general policies of the country, and its total commandership. Second from the 
top is the President, who leads the administrative forces (with the cooperation of ministers 
and Vice Assistants), and who is also elected by the people for a four-year term. 

In this political system, another role is the people's representatives, who act in the form of The 
Iranian Parliament or Islamic Consultative Assembly. Its members are selected by people's 
vote, and legislation is among their main duties. Next to the Iranian Parliament, there is the 
Guardian Council, who make sure that the Parliament-approved laws match with the 
Constitution. 
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The Assembly of Experts of the Leadership is formed by experts in religious matters. They're 
elected by the people's vote, and choosing the supreme leader, as well as detecting the 
leader's disqualification based on Constitutional standards, are part of their duties. 

Generational Trends 
 

As in many arenas in the world, the development of Iran's economy is also proceeding 
towards digitalization. Using computers and the Internet and the other digital technology of 
the day, in advancing economic processes, is a sign of this digitalization, and results in 
increasing the speed and quality of country's economic development. The mass media and 
propaganda are other effective elements in the present age in Iranian society. 
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Top 5 Dates During the Calendar Year
 

Oh, dear, oh, dear! How to choose among so many! In reverse order: 

Number 5: Yalda/Chelleh Night 

It is the longest night of the year, and the beginning of the first day of winter (December 20th). 
Yalda means "Birth," which refers to the birth of the Sun (Mehr/Mitra). In the past, there were 
rituals held during this date, one of which was a night feast and staying awake until morning 
and watching the newborn sunrise. This feast required the presence of the elders of the family 
(as a symbol of the old sun at the end of autumn), and also the availability of many foods for 
the long night that are red like the sun, like watermelon, pomegranate, and senjed. 

In Iran today, family members and relatives celebrate this occasion by gathering around and 
staying awake all night. The Yalda night ritual is to eat special nuts, watermelon, 
pomegranate, sweets, and different fruits that are symbolic and indicate blessing, health, and 
welfare. On this night, reading horoscopes from the book of Hafez is also popular. Also, by 
choosing and cracking a full or an empty walnut, everyone is able to predict their future. 

Number 4: Eid-e-Fetr  

One of the most important celebrations and feasts of Muslims that is popular in Iran too, is Eid-
e-Fetr, which is held at the end of the Ramadan month, when the month-long fast is finished. 
On this day, which is an official holiday, Muslims do the feast prayer. After the prayer they all 
celebrate and eat festive food. The exact date of Fetr is determined by observing the new 
crescent moon, a task carried out by the leader of the country. One of the Muslim rituals on 
this day is performing ablution of the body, which is done by men, women, and children. 

Number 3: Wednesday Party (Chharshanbe Suri) 

Persians welcome their new year by celebrating the last Tuesday night of the solar year, and 
making a fire and jumping through it. Chharshanbe Suri is a spring feast that is held before 
Nowruz (New Year). On this day, to repel the evil, and make wishes come true, people hold a 
ceremony whose roots go back centuries. This special ceremony is held the night before the 
Wednesday. Everwhere on the streets and alleys, people make big fires and jump through 
them while singing songs, to remove their weaknesses and sicknesses (which are known as, 
and associated with, yellow), and gain health and happiness (which is known as red). These 
are the colors of fire, which is the symbol of the original Persians. Because they hold the evil, 
the ashes of Chharshanbe Suri are unlucky, and after the ceremony in each house, a woman 
gathers and takes them to the outside and throws them in flowing water. In recent years, 
fireworks and firecrackers have also been very popular. 
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Number 2: Nowruz (Persian Solar New Year) 

Nowruz is a compound of Now ("New"), and Ruz ("Day"), meaning "New Day." Nowruz is the 
first day of spring on the Persian calendar (March 21), and is the Iranian New Year 
celebration, and one of the oldest feasts remaining from ancient times. Among the traditions 
of Nowruz is the house-cleaning (Khanetekani) when all the furniture in a house is cleaned 
before New Year. Visiting relatives and sightseeing in the country are other traditions of this 
feast. In Nowruz, Iranian families set a table sofreh called Haft-Sin (7S), which includes at 
least seven symbols of spring whose names start with the S sound: Sabzeh (a herb), Samanu 
(a sweet paste), Senjed (a kind of fruit), Sir (garlic), Sib (apple), Sumac (a spicy flower), 
Serkeh (vinegar), Sonbol (hyacinth flower), and Sekkeh (coin). There are also other things on 
Haft Sin that don't start with S: a candle as a symbol of light, a colored egg as a sign of birth, a 
mirror as a sign of creation, and a red fish as a sign of life. 

Number 1: Sizdah Bedar 

This is held on the thirteenth day of spring and Persian New Year holidays, and is among the 
Nowruz celebrations. In Iran's official calendars this day is named Nature Day, and is an 
official holiday. In the past, people believed that to drive away the bad luck and evil of the 
number thirteen in this day, they have to spend the day outside the house. But nowadays 
most people only go out to spend time in the natural world, and eat and celebrate together in 
order to officially finish the New Year feasts. There is a habit of entrusting the Sabzeh of Haft 
Sin to the river, and also of tying the grass on this day, as a sign of tying life with nature to 
always stay fresh and merry. 
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Top 5 Things to Know about Persian Pop Culture 

 

As popular culture changes quickly and drastically, this lesson focuses on the most recent 
pop cultures. Please keep in mind that we wrote this lesson in March 2013. In this lesson, 
we'll focus on the top five pop culture topics in Iran. 

Popular TV 

IRIB ("Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting") or Sazmane Seda va Sima literally meaning 
"Organization of Voice and Vision" is a media organization which is the only official 
broadcaster of Radio and TV programs in Iran. This organization has many associated 
centers in Iran's cities, and also representative offices in many foreign countries outside Iran. 
Many networks that are subsets of this organization broadcast programs for Iranians 
worldwide, living in America, Asia, and Oceania, in different languages through satellite TV. 

The digital broadcasting of Radio and TV channels with the DVB-T standard started its work 
in Tehran from autumn of 2009. There are sixteen general channels showing sports, 
animation, medical, educational, documentary, commercial, and other programs. Radio 
channels also have youth-targeted, sports, news, economy and other programs. Iran TV has 
16 general and 34 provincial channels. 

The most popular Iranian TV programs are Iranian TV drama series, social and humor shows. 
One of the most famous and loved ones of them is Kolah Ghermezi, which is about an Iranian 
boy mascot doll with a red hat named Kolah Ghermezi, who makes everyone laugh by doing 
funny things. A new series of this show is usually shown during New Year holidays. Also 
among satellite TV channels, the American Iranian channels and foreign Iranian music are 
very popular. 

Popular Persians Abroad 

In science and education, Iran has many successful representatives abroad. Professor 
Samuel Rahbar (1929 - 2012) was an Iranian scientist who discovered the linkage between 
diabetes and a form of hemoglobin used to identify plasma glucose concentration over time. 
He received the one-time National Scientific Achievement Award from the American Diabetes 
Association. Majid Samii is another distinguished Iranian neurosurgeon and medical scientist 
who obtained the title of World Physician 2007, and a Friendship Award from China. 

Asghar Farhadi is a successful Iranian film director and screenwriter. He won an Academy 
Award in 2012 for the movie A Separation, and Golden Globe and Berlin Film Festival Golden 
Bear Award for the same movie. Time magazine ranked him fourth among the 100 most 
influential people in the world in 2012. 
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Hossein Rezazadeh is a former member of Iran's weightlifting national team, and the holder 
of two Olympic Gold medals in weightlifting, as well as four other international gold medals 
and two bronze. He is nicknamed "The Iranian Hercules" and was voted the "Champion of 
Champions" in 2002. 

Popular Music 

Generally, interest in music in today's Iran is inclined towards western music and world pop. 
The works of most Iranian bands that enter the world of music are similar to their western 
counterparts'. Current and old Persian singers who are currently active in this business in 
America or other countries are good examples, as they mix the Iranian music style and culture 
with western music to create modern Persian music. However, the traditional music and 
instruments of Iran still have their own fans among people. The original music has lost its 
identity and is merging into world music. Meanwhile, a minority of people are attracted to 
more specific genres of music, like classical, other country's native music, rock, metal, 
spiritual, and so on. 

Popular Sports 

Football is Iran's first sport and has the most fans. There are two national teams that are 
known as "The Reds" and "The Blues," and divide the country's football fans into two colors! In 
addition to football, ancient wrestling has been a central attraction as a traditional and 
national sport for years. There are also a few good ski resorts like Tochal, Dizin, and 
Shemshak near Iran's capital Tehran. Mountain climbing is also another one of the country's 
favorite sports, and it's very popular during holidays. 

International Pop Culture 

International pop culture phenomena that have large groups of fans within Iran are Japanese 
anime and manga. These are popular especially among young people. Anime and manga 
were introduced via the Internet, and have spread around fast, attracting more people every 
day. Anime and manga forums, and even artist groups who attempt to translate and distribute 
or create similar art work themselves, have even appeared in Iran. 

International pop culture is also found in other parts of Persian society, for example in the 
style of clothing and fashion. The outfits Persians wear, while being native and Islamic, at the 
same time are under the influence of world trends in their color and designs. This influence 
can also be seen in other aspects such as makeup, accessories, and so on. 
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The Focus of this Lesson is on the 5 Most Useful Tools for Learning Persian
 

Number 1: Persian-Speaking Friends  

No one can teach you the correct Persian language as compassionately as a Persian-
speaking friend. Unlike learning in a classroom, it's an easy and fun way to learn the 
language, and also you'll get to have a new friend! As they say: "Two birds with one stone." 
This way you will have the opportunity to learn the subtle points that aren't written in any book 
or taught in any classroom, practically. 

To begin with, you can find a pen pal online here: www.Interpals.net. Good Luck! 

Number 2: Books and Cultural Centers 

Self-tutorial travel phrasebooks can be a good source for some basic information, and are 
also very useful when you are in a hurry and have no time. They can be used everywhere 
because they are portable. You might actually find one in a library or a bookstore near your 
house! Or you may try to contact your closest Iranian embassy—some embassies have 
cultural sections with libraries, or good information available about the language, or about 
where you can find a language learning class if it's not in the embassy itself. 

Number 3: Audio-Video Media 

Watching movies or animation, and listening to music, are some of the best ways of learning 
this language. That's because you are able to learn the Persian language used in different 
situations, and also, hearing the pronunciations helps you remember them better. Since these 
are enjoyable media, the content will stick in your mind better. One of the good websites 
where you can find links to Persian dubbed or subbed animation is: www.parstoon.ir. It's in 
Persian, but has pictures and links that are easy to understand. 

Number 4: Internet 

You can learn the Persian language at online tutoring websites. There are so many of them 
available that complement each other, and use different methods like pictures and audio files 
to teach the language. One of the best ones among them is: www.learn-persian.com, which is 
available in different languages, and has good information for beginners, sentence examples, 
and easy conversations, plus nice Persian music to download. 

Another one is: www.easypersian.com, which has written forms and complete basic 
information, drills, samples, and so on. 

Number 5: Pen and Paper 
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Using paper and pen is an effective way of learning Persian language. You can use them 
everywhere and anytime. Firstly, you can take notes, to be able to read and remember them 
later. Then there are other ways you can use them to learn language. For example, by 
drawing pictures of the things you learn. There is no need for the pictures to be artistically 
accomplished or understandable to everyone, just simple codes as reminders for yourself. 
You can hang your notes or pictures on the wall or somewhere you can easily see. Also 
practicing and writing many times, or repeating aloud, are other standard ways of learning the 
language. 
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The Focus of This Lesson is Tips to Help Overcome Some Common Errors That Learners 
of Persian language Make
 

Tip 1: Don't confuse verb tenses.  

As we've said in other lessons, verbs in the Persian language have attached pronouns, 
singular/plural, and time. Sometimes it's hard to memorize them all for Persian language 
learners. They often use only one tense and form for all verbs (usually simple past singular 
third person) and it becomes a little strange, something like: "Yesterday I go." instead of 
"Yesterday I went, or "Tomorrow I went" instead of "Tomorrow I go" in English. 

For example: 

Man khaham raft. 

"I will go" 

"Man raftam. 

"I went" 

Tip 2: Remember the shape of different letters with the same sound.  

As you already know, the Persian language has letters that sound similar but are written 
using different characters and shapes. Let's try not to confuse them with eachother, keeping in 
mind that writing is something that needs so much practice and repeating many times. 
Sometimes using the wrong character with the same sound can totally change the meaning of 
the word. For example: 

 ("Hayat: "life) ���� ,("Hayat: "Yard) ����

 ("Ghaleb: "most) ���� ,("Ghaleb: "Mold) ���	

Tip 3: Know different words with � (Vav) in them.  

The letter � (Vav) which has the sound of V or U in different words, may also have no sound at 
all, when it's placed between � (KH) and �  (A). In this case the � is written, but not 
pronounced, so the KHVA compound will sound like KHA like in 
��� (Khahar - "Sister"). And 
also sometimes � may seem like U but sound like O, like in ��� (Nok - "Tip"/"peak"). Please 
be careful when reading or writing these sounds. It may be difficult in the beginning, but after 
a little practice, you'll get used to it. 

Tip 4: Learn the right usage of prepositions. 
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There are a few prepositions in Persian language, and each one of them has its own 
meaning and plays a different part in composing a sentence, like: �� (va - "and"), �	 (ba - 
"with"), 
	 (beh - "to"), �� (dar - "in"), � (az - "from"), and �� (ra - object indication). 

Confusing these in a sentence or removing them from it may result in changing its meaning, 
or making it incomplete. 

Tip 5: Understand the difference between the final EH and the possessive EH  

The difference between "�" and " �" is again the difference of shape and meaning with the 
same sound. They are both sounds of "EH" which come at the ends of words. Just remember 
that "�" is part of the word itself, while " �" shows belonging like the possessive case 
apostrophe in English. But unlike English, it's added to the noun that belongs, and the one 
that possesses comes next. Like: �� � ��� (Nameh Man - "My name") and �� ����� (Nameye 
man - "My Letter"). 

When you want to show possessive case belonging after "�", simply add "�" (Hamze) above 
them and read it as Ye. 
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The Focus of This Lesson is Common Persian Expressions That You Might Not Learn 
From a Persian Teacher 
 

Phrase 1: ���� �� Che khabar? ("What news?") 

This means "How's everything going on?" or literally: "What News?" If everything is ok, and 
there's no particular news, the phrase Salamati ("Healthiness") is used, meaning everything is 
fine. 

Phrase 2: ...�� ��� ...�	�
 Bebin... Gush kon... ("Look... Listen...")  

This phrase is used to attract someone's attention before you are going to explain something 
to them. Like for example: Bebin, masaale ine ke... ("Look, [pause] the thing is...") 

Phrase 3: !�� ����� ! 	
���� ! ���
�� Ghorbanat! Ghorbunet! Ghorbane Shoma! ("I'll be 
your sacrifice!")  

This is just a salutation or a compliment, usually used at the end of a conversation, showing 
your utmost love and respect, meaning you're ready to do anything for someone—even to 
sacrifice yourself. It can be used in a more formal way: Ghorbane shoma or in a friendly form: 
Ghorbunet! 

Phrase 4: ! ����
 ��� Salam beresun! ("Deliver my salutation.") 

This one is also used at the end of a conversation when you want to show your attention and 
care for an absent person and send your respect to them through the one you are already 
talking to, since this person will meet them sooner than you. 

Phrase 5: ��� �� ���� Jeddi migi? ("Are you serious?")  

It means: "Are you serious?" or literally means "Are you telling the truth?" It's usually used 
when you are surprised at what you've heard, and are not sure if it's for real. 
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The Focus of this Lesson is Useful Persian Phrases For the Classroom
 

Phrase 1: ������ Ejaze? ("Excuse me."/"May I?") 

This is the most commonly used phrase in a classroom, and you say it to your teachers to ask 
their permission to do something, or simply before asking a question, in which case it means 
"excuse me." It is usually used together with Agha ("Sir") or Khanum ("Madame"/"Ms."), for 
male or female teachers, and is usually said while raising your hand. 

For Example:  

1. ("?Agha ejaze? - "Sir, may I) ������ ���

2. ("?Ejaze khanum? - "Excuse me, Ms) �	
�� �����

3. ("?Ejaze? - "Would you allow/let me) ������

Phrase 2: ��� � ��� �� � ...et ro gharz midi? ("Would you lend me your...?")  

A sentence used mostly among classmates, when you need to borrow something from your 
friend. The object is placed at the beginning in..., et is a suffix that means singular "your." Ro 
or ra is the preposition indicating object, and gharz midi? is the verb that comes at the end as 
usual. 

For example: Ketabet ro gharz midi? ("Will you/would you lend me your book?") 

Phrase 3: �	
��� ����� Soali Darid? ("Have any questions?")  

This is a phrase used by the teachers, when explaining the lessons. They want to make sure 
if the students understood everything or if they need more explanation. It's usually said alone 
without any pronouns, since they're talking to all the students in the class. But can be used 
also after a general noun, like: Bachcheha ("children"). Bachcheha soali darid? ("Kids, do you 
have any questions?") The i in soali means "any." Soal is "question." 

Phrase 4:  �� ��� 	
���� / 	
���� �� �� ��� ...etun ro az kifetoon dar biarid/begzarid ruye 
miz ("take out ... from your bag./Put ... on the desk.") 

You may hear these when the teacher wants to check your homework, or is going to take a 
test. 

For example: Mashghhatun ro dar biarid. ("Take out your homework.") or Ye kaghaz begzarid 
ruye miz. ("Put the paper on the desk.") 
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Etun is the suffix showing "your" in plural form. Ye kaghaz means "One/a paper" and it doesn't 
need the etun suffix. 

Phrase 5: ��� �� / ���
 ... yaani .../ Maanie ... ("... means .../The meaning of ...") 

When saying or asking the meaning of something, the word Yaani is used. Yaani is "means," 
and Maanie is "The meaning of." Maanie is used for larger sentences or explanations. In 
Maanie... after ...ineke is used, which means "is the fact that" and after it, there is the 
explanation, which must be more than one word. If it's only one word, you can change the 
order to Maanie ...,  ... e ("The meaning of...is..."). 

For example: 

1. X yaani Y. ("X means Y.")

2. Maanie X, Y ast. ("The meaning of X, is Y.")

3. X yaani chi? ("What does X mean?")

4. Maanie X chie? ("What is the meaning of X?")
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Top 5 Useful Phrases from Your Hosts  
 

Phrase 1: ����� ���� ����	 �����	 "Chetori? Khubi? Halet khube?" ("How are you? 
Are you feeling good?") 

Chetor means "How" and i is an attached verb indicating singular "you" in present form. 
Chetori? means "How are you?" in a friendly way. If you are talking to a superior, or someone 
older than you who is not a friend, it's better to use the plural form: Chetorid? (with the 
attached id plural verb), or chetor hastid? (with the separate hastid, a plural verb meaning 
"Are [you]"). There are also other forms of asking this question, like: 

Khubi? ("Are you fine?" - singular); Khubid? ("Are you fine?" - plural) 

Halet khube? ("Are you feeling fine?) 

Phrase 2: �
��� �
 ����	 �� "Man khubam, to khubi?" ("I'm fine. Are you fine?")  

This is used as the answer to the above question, in the singular and friendly form. The more 
formal and plural form is: Man khubam, shoma chetorid? To is singular "You," and Shoma" is 
plural "You." The answer to this can be: Man ham khubam. ("I'm fine too"). 

Phrase 3: !� �� ���! ��	 "-Chashm! -Chashmet bi bala!" ("-Sure! -Thanks!")  

This means: "-Sure!" followed by the answer: "Thanks!," but in an idiomatic way. Chashm 
means "eye," and its literal meaning is "Sure, I'll do it happily, even at the cost of my eyes!" 
which is obviously very exaggerated. And Chashmet bi bala means "Hope nothing bad 
happens to your eyes!" These are among the sentences that are exclusive to this language, 
and there is no real equivalent translation for them in any other language. 

Phrase 4: !���� ��� ���	 �� "Be khodet sakht nagir!" ("Take it easy!") 

This means "Don't be too hard on yourself" or literally "Don't take it hard on yourself" in the 
singular form. The plural form is Be khodetan sakht nagirid., which is more formal. This has a 
sense of "Don't worry too much, it'll be ok." in itself. Khodet and Khodetan are the singular and 
plural forms of "Yourself." As you already know, in Persian, the pronoun comes first, and the 
verb comes last. So the literal English translation would be: "To yourself don't take it hard!" 

Phrase 5: ������ "Kojast?" ("Where is it?") 

This phrase is used when you can't find something. It's a very common phrase used often in 
the Persian language. Please keep in mind that like all other sentences in Persian, in the 
"question" form, the order of words is different than in English. In Persian, the subject (the lost 
thing in this case) comes first, Koja (meaning "where") comes next, and st ("is") which is 
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considered an attached verb comes last. 

For example: Daftare man kojast? ("Where is my notebook?"). E is the possessive 
apostrophe, and man means "My." 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Syllables and Native Consonant Sounds That Make Up the 
Persian Language 
 

Introduction 
 

As you already know, the Persian alphabet consists of 33 letters, 31 of which are consonants 
(29 absolute consonants and 2, depending on their surrounding sounds can be a consonant 
or a vowel) plus 1 alphabet mark Hamze ( � ) which is a mute sound considered a consonant 
except in the possessive form, where it sounds like ye which is also a consonant). The 
remaining 1 alphabet character is called Alef which is a vowel making 4 different vowel 
sounds. The 29 absolute consonants are: 

 � � � � � � � 	 
 � �  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Persian words are composed of one or more syllables. Every syllable can be composed as 
follows: 

1. Consonant + vowel + consonant

2. Consonant + vowel

3. Vowel + consonant

4. Vowel only

In a word, two consonants can be placed next to each other, in which case they are from two 
different syllables, or if in the same syllable, there's already another vowel in the syllable. 
Each syllable must contain a vowel. 

The pronunciation of consonant sounds are as follows. 

Absolute Consonants
 
 

 �

called pe and is pronounced like the "p" in "pink" (for example � ! (pari) meaning "fairy") 

  and �
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called ta and te and is pronounced like the "t" in "ten" (for example "# (ta) meaning "until") 

 � and � and �

called sad, sin and se and is pronounced like the "s" in "simple" (for example �$% (salam) 
meaning "hello") 

 �

called jim and is pronounced like the "j" in "jelly" (for example &'"( (jaleb) meaning 
"interesting") 

 �

called che and is pronounced like the "ch" in "church" (for example �)* (choob) meaning 
"wood") 

 � and �

called he and he and are pronounced like the "h" in "house" (For example: +'), (houleh) 
meaning "towel") 

 �

called khe and is pronounced like the "ch" in "loch" (for example +-". (khaneh) meaning 
"house") 

 �

called dal and is pronounced like the "d" in "doll" (for example  /.� (dokhtar) meaning "girl") 

 � and � and � and �

called za, zad, ze and zal and pronounced like the "z" in "zebra" (for example ��� (zard) 
meaning "yellow") 

 �

called re and pronounced like the "r" in "round" (for example �0� (rood) meaning "river") 

 �

called zhe and is pronounced like the "s" in "measure" (for example +'1� (zhaleh) meaning 
"frost") 

 �
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called shin and is pronounced like the "sh" in "shell" (for example  23 (shekar) meaning 
"sugar") 

 �

called ein and is pronounced like the "u" in "umbrella" (for example �0 4 (earoos) meaning 
"bride") 

 � and 


called ghaf and ghein and is pronounced like the "r" in French language (for example � 5 
(gharb) meaning "west") 

 	

called fe and is pronounced like the "f" in "family" (for example 678 (fil) meaning "elephant") 

 �

called kaf and is pronounced like the "k" in "kite" (for example �"9 (kar) meaning "work") 

 �

called gaf and is pronounced like the "g" in "girl" (for example � : (gorg) meaning "wolf") 

 �

called lam and is pronounced like the "l" in "like" (for example +-; (laneh) meaning "nest") 

 �

called mim and is pronounced like the "m" in "moon" (for example �"<=> (mehman) meaning 
"guest") 

 �

called noun and is pronounced like "n" in "number" (for example 0 7- (niru) meaning "power") 

Consonants Depending on their Sounds
 
 

These two letters are considered as consonants or vowels in different words, with different 
sounds. If they sound the way explained below, they are consonants. 

Their vowel sounds will be explained in the next lesson. 

 0
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called vav and is pronounced like the [v] in "volcano" (for example ��10 (vazheh) meaning 
"word") 

 �

called ye and is pronounced like the [y] in "yo-yo" (for example ?@ (yek) meaning "one") 

Non-English Sounds
 
 

In the Persian language, there are four consonant sounds that are non-existent in English. 
Here they are broken down: 

 �

called khe and is pronounced like an English "H" but from deep inside the throat, like 
something being stuck in the throat when pronouncing the "H" sound. 

 �

called zhe and is pronounced like a "J" without the teeth touching each other. Also try an 
open mouth "J" sound. 

 �

called ein and is made by a mute stress followed by a vowel. It can be considered a sound 
similar or between "E" and "O," but as a consonant. 

 
 and �

called ghein and ghaf and are created by air flowing in the throat, while making the "G" 
sound. 

Final Consonants
 
 

In Persian, � is the final form of +A . This is the letter called he, in which the final forms can only 
come in the ending of a word, and sound like "eh" with the "H" that is not heard. The same 
letter when placed at the beginning of a word will always sound like "H" without any 
exception. 

Also the letter � can not be pronounced as ye at the end of a sound except when it is followed 
by a short vowel. While other parts of different words may sound like ye (as in "yo-yo"), or i (as 
in "simple"). 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Persian Basic Vowels and Diphthongs
 

Vowels 

As we learned in Lesson 4 in the All About Persian series, there are 6 single vowels, 4 of 
which (3 short vowels and 1 long vowel) are different written forms of one alphabet character 
named ��� (Alef). It is written as follows: [ � � �� � � �� � � ��� � ], and the 2 others (which are 2 long 
vowels) are created by 2 alphabet characters that are also considered consonants with other 
pronunciations in different words: [ 	 and 
 ]. 

Short vowels: become little marks above consonants in the middle of words, and are usually 
removed in the written form, but still pronounced. 

  � � �

called fathe/zebar and pronounced like [a] in "cat." (��� � (asl) means "original" and ��� 
(dars) means "lesson"). 

  � � �

called kasre/zir and pronounced like [e] in "bell." (�
��� � (emruz) means "today" ,����� (ketab) 
means "book"). 

 � � �

called zammeh/pish and pronounced like [o] in "mode." (����� � (oftad) means "fell," ����� 
(panjom) means "fifth"). 

Long vowels: are written the same way as they sound, as whole characters in the beginning, 
middle, and ending of different words. 

 �

called alef and pronounced like [a] in "ball." (�� (ab) means "water," and ��� (nan) means 
"bread"). 

 


called vav and pronounced like [oo] in "moon." (
� (oo) means "he/she"; �� � (joojeh) means 
"chicken"). 
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called Ye and pronounced like [ee] in "feel." (���!� (Iran) means "Iran," "#� (miz) means "table," 
and $% (si) means "thirty"). 

Diphthongs 

Diphthongs are sounds created by combining two single vowel letters. There are 2 
diphthongs in Persian, derived from the 4 single vowels that we mentioned earlier. In a 
Persian diphthong, there's a primary vowel and a secondary vowel. 

The first diphthong is created by combining the two vowels of � � and 	, making the sound "EI." 

The second diphthong is created by combining the two vowels � � and 
, making the sound 
"OU." 

 	�

called ei and is pronounced like [ay] in "pay." (�� !� (eyvan) means "veranda," and &��!� 
(eyalat) means "province"). 

 
�

called ou and is pronounced like the [o] in "no." (�� ' (showra) means "council") 

Diphthong pronunciation: 

A Persian diphthong is a sound, created by pronouncing the exact two sounds it's consisted 
of, equal to the same tone and speed. 

In some texts these two diphthongs are not listed as diphthong vowels, but as the two different 
sounds they are made from: 

For example: the sound 	� is a vowel sound (E) + a conditional vowel (I). 

And in 
� , its a combination of the two sounds of the vowel(O) + the vowel (U). 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Persian Stress. 
 

Stress 
 

Since Persian is not a tonal language, "stress" becomes an important point of pronunciation. 

We learned about stress of words in the "All about Persian" series and how to pronounce 
each word with the right stress. Let's take a closer look at stress by practising to say more 
difficult words with stress. 

In every word one syllable is stressed. The key to properly stressed pronunciation can be 
summarized in a few rules: 

The general rule is: The stress falls on the last syllable of most words. 

For example: 

 �����

Mamnoon ("thanks") 

 ���	

Sefid ("white") 

 
��

Toop ("ball") 

 �����

Farhangi ("cultural") 

In interjections, conjunctions and vocatives, the stress comes in the first syllable of the word. 
For example: ��� /bale/ ("yes"), ���� /nakheir/ ("no, indeed"), ��� /vali/ ("but"), ��� /chera/ 
("why"), ��� /agar/ ("if"), �	�� /mersi/ ("thanks"), ���� /khanom!/ ("Ma'am"), ��� /agha!/ ("Sir"). 

Words Never Stressed
 
 

The attached pronouns in the ending of verbs (/-am/ ("I do.."), /-i/ ("you do.."), .., /-and/ ("they 
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do..") are never stressed (with the exception of positive future auxiliary verbs). 

The possessive suffix: -e and ye ("of"), object indicating preposition: ra, and i meaning "a" and 
o meaning "and," are also never stressed. 

The attached possessive suffixes at the end of nouns meaning "My, your, his, her, our, their, /-
am/, /-et/, /-esh/, /-emun/, /-etun/, /-eshun/ are another group that are never stressed. 

For example: 

Persian English

Motshakkeram ������ I"m thankful

ketabe Maryam ���� 	
�� Maryam"s book

man o to �  � �� Me and you

sib ra khord ���� �� 	
� [he] ate the apple

derakhti ���� a tree

baghemun����� Our garden

Verbs 
 

In past and present forms of most verbs, the stress falls on the first syllable of the word (except 
3 syllable past forms). For example: 

Persian English

Minoosham ���� �� [I] drink

benevis ����� [please] write

nakhord����� [he] didn"t eat

In 3 syllable past form of verbs, the stress is on the middle syllable: 

For example: !��� Amadam ("[I] came"), �"#�� neveshti ([singular "you"] wrote). 

In positive future tense verbs, which is made by the conjugation of auxiliary verb $"	��� 
(khasatan = "to want)" + past simple singular 3rd person verbs, the stress falls on the second 
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syllable of the auxiliary verb. For example: 

Persian English

Khaham khord ��� ���� [I] will eat

khahand raft ��� ����� [they] will go

nakhahi did ��� ������ [you] won"t see

In other positive compound verbs which are created by two verbs, an auxiliary verb plus 
another verb, the stress is also on the last syllable of the first (auxiliary) verb. For 
example: %&�� �"�' rafte boodi ("[you] had gone"), �#�� (������ khabide boodi ("[if you] are 
asleep"). 

Important Notes
 
 

There are some other aspects which can affect the pronunciation of words in Persian. 

One of them is the form of the sentence, that can be divided into: Imperative, Predicative, 
Interrogative, and Conditional. The words in each one of these are pronounced in their own 
way which may be different to the rules said before. 

Another thing that may affect the pronunciations is the variations of accents and dialects in the 
Persian language. Each accent or dialect has their own set of stress rules, and even tones for 
pronouncing words, which will be explained more in the next lesson. 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Regional Variations of Persian Pronunciation Found in 
different parts of Iran. 
 

Preface 

Inside Iran, in different areas of the country, people speak different accents and dialects. Each 
one has its own sounds and tones, and even words, based on the same roots. Two of the 
major dialects are Tehrani, and Esfahani, which are spoken mostly in Tehran and Esfahan 
cities. Though the standard Persian language is not a tonal language, in the Esfahani accent, 
words can have tones. 

In some parts of Iran, the differences between dialects grow to an extension, where it 
becomes a new language, the name of which is called the area's Persian, or just shortened to 
the name of the area or province where it is used. Examples of these dialect-languages are 
Lori, Kordi, Gilaki, and Azeri-Turkish. 

In this lesson, we will talk about the two major dialect varieties of Tehrani and Esfahani, and 
some of the subset languages of Persian. 

Sound System and Vocabulary 
 

Dialects 

Tehrani 

In the spoken folk language of Tehran the capital, some letter sounds from the written and 
formal language, tend to change into other letters and sounds. 

For example � (A) usually becomes � (U), like in: 

Original Tehrani Conversational Tehrani

(khaneh = house) ���� (khooneh) ����

(jan = life / spirit) ��� (joon) ���

(aram = slow/calm) �	
� (aroom) ��
�

Sometimes the short vowel � (e) becomes � (i): 

Original Tehrani Conversational Tehrani
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(shekar = sugar) �� (shikar) ���

(belit = ticket) ���� (bilit) �����

(keshmesh = raisins) ���� (kishmish) ������

Most of the time, the sound of the last letter in some words is removed in speech: 

 ("oo dar khane nist = "he is not at home) ���� 	�
� � ��

 ("?hanooz narafti? = "haven't you still gone) ������ ����

Esfahani 

Esfahani is one of the Persian dialects spoken in the Esfahan province. It's different to 
standard Persian in terms of its sounds, tones, words, and structure. The difference is mostly 
in short vowels and in the tone or stress of pronunciations. The most common differences 
from standard Persian are: 

The short vowels of � (A) usually turn into � (E) short vowels, like in: 

Tehrani Esfahani

(az = from) �� 	 (ez) �� 	

(pedar = father) 
��� (peder) 
� ��

(ghafas = cage) ���� (ghafes) ����

The sound of � (a) vowel in Tehrani becomes � (u) in most words, like: 

Tehrani Esfahani

(dokan = boutique) ��� (dokoon) ��� 

(shoma = you) ��� (shooma) �!��

(koja = where) �"� (kooja) ����

The ��� (ast = is) verb in Tehrani Persian is changed to �� (es) like: 

 ("khorde ast = "has eaten) .��� ����
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 ("?che khabar ast? = "what's up) ������� 	�

Languages 
 

The following are some of the dialects or subtypes of Persian. These subtypes have evolved 
to the point where they can almost be considered languages on their own: 

Azeri: 

Azeri is a dialect-language influenced by Persian and Turkish languages, and is a mixture of 
both, which is spoken by the people of Ardabil and East and West Azerbaijan provinces in 
Iran. Because it has so many Turkish words and idioms, it can't be completely understood by 
Persians who don't know the Turkish language. 

In Azeri, rough sounds (O, U, A, I), and soft sounds (Ö, Ü, E, �, �), can't exist together in the 
root of one word, like Göz�llik and Ayrılıq. Azeri is an Agglutinative language, since the words 
can be formed by joining or adding suffixes to the roots of verbs and nouns, like: Su ("water"), 
Sulamagh ("water sprinkling"). 

Gilaki: 

Gilaki is one of the languages of north Iran spoken in Gilan, Mazandaran, and other provinces 
near the Caspian Sea. This language has some sounds not found in standard Persian. And 
also some sounds (like q, k, and g) are pronounced differently, though they're the same letters 
in Persian, but the wrong pronunciation doesn't change the meaning of words. The table 
below, compares words in the languages of Persian, Gilaki and English. 

Persian English Gilaki Dialect

(zaman) .��!� time z�mat

(morgh) .#! hen murgh

(gav) .��$ cow gäw

(pedar) .
�� father per

(murcheh) .�%
�! ant pitär

Table 1: Comparing words in different languages and dialects (Gilaki) 

Kurdi: 

It is the language used in Kurdestan (a North-West province of Iran) as well as its 
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neighbouring provinces, and has many subsets. In this language there are 8 vowels, two of 
which don't exist in standard Persian: short i and short u. Some consonants also don't have 
equivalents in the Persian language, like: w sound and v (� with 3 points above it). Here is 
the word comparison table for one of Kurdi subsets named Kurmanji: 

Persian English Kurmanji dialect

(to) .�& you te, tu

(ahan) .'(� iron hesin

(kutah) .)�&�� short kurt

(nam) .��� name nav

(pardis) .�* � paradise pardez

(dokhtar) .+� daughter dot

Table 2: Comparing words in different languages and dialects (Kurmanji) 

Lori: 

Lori is also another dialect-language influenced by Persian, which is spoken in the Lorestan 
province and in many of Iran's western provinces. Lori has many similarities to Persian and its 
roots go way back to the Sasani Pahlavi Persian language which dates back to the Middle 
Ages. Today it's considered the most similar language to Persian. 
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GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is the Five Most Common Mistakes People Make When 
Pronouncing Persian Sounds 
 

#1: Wrong stress 

Using stress on the wrong syllable usually doesn't change the meaning of the word or the 
sentence, but sounding incorrect or non-standard is not advised either. It's considered a non-
local accent. 

But don't worry! Hearing it from foreigners does have its own natural sound and even sounds 
sweet to local people! This is indeed just how the Esfahani dialect is supposed to sound to 
the Tehran's people. Just try to memorize stress rules if you want to learn the standard capital 
Persian. 

#2: Mispronouncing the Sounds of � and �. 

Even native speakers of Persian make the mistake of mispronouncing the two letters: � and 
�. 

The character � is considered to be one of the S sounds in Persian language, but in fact it 
should sound like the English "th" in "thank you." 

On the other hand, � is known as one of the Z sounds in Persian, but it should actually sound 
like the English "th" in the word "that." These are the correct pronunciations derived from the 
Arabic language—they are taught in school, but are not commonly used even amongst native 
Iranian speakers. 

#3: Confusing Similar Words with Different Short Vowels 

As we touched upon before, short vowels are little marks above consonants that are usually 
not written, but must be pronounced. Knowing which vowel should be read when it's not 
written, is just a matter of knowing the word and getting used to it. Understanding the word's 
meaning in the sentence may help, because these words are written the same way, but with 
different short vowels and different meanings. Like for example: 

 ("Gel = "mud) ��� Gol = "flower") and) ���

#4: Confusing Pronunciation of � and � 

As you have already learned, the letter � can have different vowels or consonant sounds 
depending on different words. In some words it's considered a vowel and it usually has the 
sound of u/oo. However in some of them it can be a short vowel, and have the O ( � ) sound. 
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The number of words like this are not too many, so they are easy to remember. Like: 

Persian English

(nokhod) ���� peas

(khod) ��� self

(nok) ��� peak

Note that there are similar words with the same O sound written with � , like: �	�
 (Khoda) 
meaning "God." 

#5: Confusing � and � in Words 

The characters � and � are similar but different sounds. � is a short vowel, while � is a long vowel. 
Since in English they both have one equivalent letter "a" [as in "apple" � and in "car" � ], it is 
easy to confuse them. 

For example: in the word ��� (tanha = "alone") the first a is short � like in "apple," and the 
second a is long � like in "car." Or in ������� (shaparak = "butterfly") the first a is long � like in 
"ball," and both the second and third a sounds are a short � as in bank. Practicing more words 
like this will help you to memorize them. 


